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£.

ROBINSON

1909 - 2000
~' rands

was a friend to all of us; always willing to
/"/ share the wisdom of his experience with anyone. He
-*believed that the Town of Durham and UNH were
inseparable; that what was good for the Uruversity should

•"

y

be good

for

Durham; and

that

any project

that benefited

one

and hurt the other should be reconsidered until the goal
could be accomplished without harm to either party.

"Robbie"

Mackford

was bom Christmas

Prairie,

Wisconsin.

years old, his father

ond County i^ent

came

to

to

Eve, 1909, in

When he was

UNH

be appointed

nine

as the secin the entire

U.S. Robbie attended Dover High School
(Durham did not have a high school in those

Boy Scouts. Those fine,
Doe Farm came firom the

days) and joined the
tall

pine trees at the

seedlings planted with his Scout troop.

He

grad-

BA in

1931 and a

Robbie began

MA in

Farm Bureau Federation

in the

appointed the

War

11

NH Director of the U.S.

—

Robbie was elected a
University Trustee, served as Chairman of the
President's Council, and was awarded the
UNH Alumni Meritorious Service Award. He
was cheering the Wildcats at a hockey game

University. Years later

week

felt

his

Trust Funds. For twenty

he shared the

years, until 1978,
for the

management and

Town's

capital funds. In

first

responsibility

conservation of the

1964 he was elected

Moderator of the Durham Town Meeting. Here,
with firmness and humor, he bridged

differ-

ences of opinion as he guided the decisions of
the

until

In

Committee where he served

poor vision forced his retirement.

1999 he had

Concord

to testify

his

son drive him to

about something that con-

—the equitable funding of
New Hampshire—memorizing

cerned him deeply
education

in

his

speech since he could no longer see

Robbie died November

9,

responsibility

to read

lifetime of service to the State of

New

Hampshire, the University, and most of all,
his friends

and neighbors

it.

2000 ending a

in the

Durham.We remember him as

before he died.

Robbie always

Durham

1959 he was elected a

Legislative Ethics

War Information and later he worked for the
Federal War Food Administration.
With the end of the war he returned to
Durham his home town—to work in the
administrative office of UNH. He went on to
become Director of Public Relations for the

the

Trustee of the

In

he was

N.H.

middle of the

Great Depression. During World

Durham.

Office of

1933.

his career with the

to his

Town until 1972.
He was elected to the Legislature and represented Durham for the 1979-80 term and
again fi-om 1982 through 1988. On leaving his
desk in Concord, he was appointed to the

uated fi-om the University of New Hampshire
with a

was

Town

a wise

to

of

and

trustworthy gentleman.
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Guy

Hodgdon

S.

SUPERINTENDENT, Water &

On February

5.

Solid Waste Division

2000 Guy 5. Hodgdon

celebrated twenty-five years

of service with the Durham Public Works Department.

and
Portsmouth,
Born
NH, Guy graduated from

He

raised in

Portsmouth High School in
1972 and the Uruvcrsity of New
Hampshire in 1975 with an Associ-

He was hired
Town of Durham in 1975.

and Treatment licenses
both Maine and New Hampshire.

He

Manager

Guy

for the State

Directors for the Northeast

Cemeteries, and Buildings Division

(now known as the Buildings and
Grounds Division) and the Town's
beautification

He was
Town receiving

program.

instrumental in the

the designation of the
City,

USA"

in

"Tree

first

N.H., a recognition

that continues today.

One

of the

major projects he was involved
with was the development, construction and maintenance of the
Father Lawless Fields and tennis
courts. For several years in the
1980's he served as Superintendent
first

of the

Highway

to the Buildings

sion.

Association for over 15 years.

Guy

currently resides in Eliot,

ME. with his wife Terri and son
Todd and enjoys spending time
with his family, landscaping,

coaching his son's baseball teams
and trying to lower his 14 handicap on the golf course. He continues his volunteer efforts while
serving

on the

Eliot 'Vouth

Baseball

Division in addition

and Grounds

field in his

Divi-

hometown.

the opera-

Water Division.

When

the

town voted to implement a recycling program in 1989, Guy was
asked to setup

Resource Recovery Association, a
New Hampshire based non-profit
recycling association. He has also
been on the Board of Directors of
the New Hampshire Landscape

board and was the key hands-on
person in the development and
construction of a new little league

He then took over

tion of the

serves

of

on the Board of

by the

of the development of the Parks,

Waste

also licensed as a Solid

is

Facility

N.H.

partment of Public Works consists

this division

while

maintaining his duties with the

Water Division. He now oversees
both the Water and Solid Waste

Works Departmost noticeable

Division for the Public

ment. One of his
achievements was the implementation of the Town's award winning
recycling program.
Town of Durham

in

ates of Science Degree.

Guy's 25 years of service to the De-

4

currently holds Water

Distribution

On

behalf of the community.

Thank You Guy

for your hard work,
your willingness to deal with problems others would not and the
devotion you have given over the
past quarter century. You are a val-

ued member of the Public Works
team and we very much look forward to your future contributions.
- Michael Lynch,
Interim Public

Works Director

Thomas

Richardson

F.

III

FIRE CAPTAIN

On

April 30,

2000 Thomas

Richardson celebrated twenty-five years

of service with the Durham Fire Department

Bom
Before

Georgetown, South

in

Tom was raised in
New Hampshire.
coming to Durham, Tom

certified in

Nashua,

tions, wilderness

Electrical/Mechanical Drafting

New

Hampshire Vocational-

Technical College.

He

received a sec-

ond Associates Degree

Tom

Fire Science.

as a

firefighter

on

in

1980

in

started his career

Durham/UNH

Fire

Department

to Fire Lieu-

on February 24, 1986.

In

1987 the position of Fire Lieutenant
reclassified by then Fire Chief

was

Robert

Wood

cine and multiple resource search

operations. Tom's training in search

and rescue lead him to volunteer
knowledge as a mentor and

his

advisor to the University of New

Hampshire Search and Rescue
Team. This team has been active

to that of Fire Captain.

in

several area searches including that

of a

April 30, 1975.

Tom was promoted
tenant

from

is

managing search funcemergency medi-

Carolina,

received an Associates Degree in

the

es throughout the country and

lost

Tom

Lear jet in the Keene area.

spends

his wife

his off

duty time with

and two daughters and has

resident of Durham for over
twenty years serving as a Budget

been a

Committee member. He

is

active

New

New Hampshire,
Department of Emergency Management's communications division, as
an advisor for Ham Radio operators

is

throughout the area.

During his twenty-five years with
the

Durham

Fire

Tom

Department,

has been actively involved

in the

Hampshire fire service. Tom
a certified Emergency Medical

with the State of

the

Deputy Forest Fire Warden and has
completed several National Fire

the

Academy

Tom on

courses.

On

behalf of

DurhamAJNH community and
members of the Durham Fire

Technician, Firefighter Level 3,

Department, Congratulations to
his longevity

and

his contri-

butions to the department and the

Tom
in

has been extensively involved

fire service.

the field of rescue, especially

search and rescue.

He has

attended

numerous search and rescue

cours-

Ronald

P.

O'Keefe,

File Chief

'iear

2000
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Durham's

New Faces
for

2000

STEVEN M. AUGER

KAREN

Firefighter

DOH:

R.

7/10/00

Zoning and Assessing

DOH:

LISAJ.

BEAUDOIN

Accoonting Assistant,
Basifiess Office

DOH:

idBS,.

PAXIL D.

1/17/00

>.v«|i>

STEVENS

Firefighter

DOH:

*»'

12/7/00

CHAKLTON
i

R.

DILL

Reqfcling Track Operator

DOH: 8/14/00

t^
6

Town of Durham

EDWARDS

SecretaiY, Planning,

r'^S

2/28/00

4
li

Durham's

New Faces
for

2000

GABE

ERICKINSMfiN

A.

TARRANTS

Patrolman

Patrolman

DOH:

DOH: 10/5/00

GLENN

G.

3/6/00

MILLEK

Firefigher

DOH:

3/27/00

ANTHONY WALLINGFORD

THOMAS A. MCALLISTER

Maintenance Woiiter lU

Befiise Truck Operator

DOH:

Operations Division,
DOH: 12/11/00

11/6/00

DPW

CLARA F. HEED
Lab Technician,
Wastewater Treatment Plant

DOH:

4/3/00

Year

2000

Annual Report
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Honorable Mentions
During 2000 a number of Town citizens volunteered

their

time

and efforts serving on various elected and appointed boards,
commissions and committees. We would like to take this
opportunity to thank these individuals for the important
contributions they have

COUNCIL MEMBERS
Vi B.

McNeill

for

her service

on the Town Council from
March 1997-March 2000.

DURHAM PUBLIC LIBRARY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
John

Farrell

made

to the

communitY-

PDA NOISE
COMPATIBILITY COMMITTEE
Malcolm McNeill

PARKS AND
RECREATION COMMITTEE
Thomas

Christie,

John

Churchill

and Tracy L. Schroeder

PLANNING BOARD

SUPERVISORS
OF THE CHECKLIST

Peter Smith and Neil Wylie

Joyce ShefEeld
and Kathleen Span

RECYCLING ADVISORY

COMMITTEE
CONSERVATION
COMMISSION
Allan

William Bonin

Catherine B.

dejong

Howland

and Jennifer Smith

ZONING BOARD OF
ADJUSTMENT
Nancy Sandberg

6

Town of Durham

Elected Officials
OFFICIAL/BOARD

DURHAM TOWN COUNCIL
James

L.

Walsh, Chairman

Jerry Dee, Chairman Pro Tern

D. L. "Pete" Chinburg

Annmarie Harris
Scott Hovey
Michael D. Pazdon
George A. Rief
Malcolm Sandberg
William

"Bill"

Woodward

John Aber, Chairman
Ruth Schondelmeier, Vice Chairman
Carol Lincoln

Dale Leiand Eichorn, Treasurer

Joan Drapeau
Elise Daniel

William

Schoonmaker

Ruth Moore, Alternate
Roni Pekins, Alternate

LIBRAKY DIRECTOR
Gus Hedden,

Ann

Director

Metcalf, Assistant Librarian

MODERATOR
Michael H. Everngam
Shirley

Thompson,

Moderator

Assistant

Elected Officials continaed..

OFFICIAL/BOARD

ADDRESS

TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS AND CEMETERIES
^A^llliam Hall,

Chairman

PHONE

TERM

TERM

APPT

EXPIRES

AUTH.

'

OFFICIAL/BOARD

Michael Pazdon, Council
Representative

ADDRESS

Boards, Commissions

and Committees

continued,.

Town

GEORGE A. RIEF
Term: 3/98-3/01

MALCOLM SANDBERG

14-

Council

Members 2000/2001

JAMES

L.

WALSH

Term: 3/98-3/01

D.L.

"PETE" CHINBURG

JERRY DEE
Term: 3/99-3/02

SCOTT HOVEY

Term: 3/97-3/00

Term: 3/97-3/00

Term: 3/98-3/01

ANNEMARIE HARRIS

WILLIAM WOODWARD

MICHAEL D. PAZDON

Term: 3/99-3/02

Term: 3/99-3/02

Term: 3/00-3/03

Town of Durham

Retirements
Marjorie Rawson
SECRETARY,

Police Department

2000, Marjorie Rawson completed twenty-eight
years with the Town of Durham having served as secretary to the

On February

Durham

1,

Police

Department.

Marjorie

is

which is now the District Court building. All of the
town office staff operated in one half of the first floor
of that building. The Police Department occupied a

a life-long Stratham resident. She

graduated from the Robinson Female
Seminary, which was an all girls high school

went on to earn her
Diploma from Mcintosh College

very small portion of that space. At that time, Marjorie

located in Exeter. She then

Executive Secretarial

in

handled

all

department

secretarial duties, dispatching,

Dover. After graduating from Mcintosh she

and record keeping. She also prepared

executive secretary for

going before the

was

became the
General Raymond Moses who

the coordinator for the frvc architectural firms that

were designing the
Base.

When

yet-to-bc-built

that project ended,

career with Maurice

Portsmouth.

Upon

E.

Pease

came

Air Force

District
all

complaints

Court and main-

police agencies that

before the court.

she began a 19-year
Marjorie epitomized the reputation of those possessing

Witmer Architects of

changes

was
Durham

the firm dosed. Within a few weeks, Marjorie

and dispatcher

at the

Work

Ethic." Through all the technological
have earmarked the police profession,
Marjorie held onto the basic premise that all Durham
Police Department customers deserve her full and

the "Puritan

the untimely death of Mr. Witmer,

hired as a secretary

Durham

tained the arrest records of

all

Police Department.

that

courteous attention.

When she was hired in May of 1972, the entire Police
Department was housed in the former Town Hall,

Joseph McGann
CAPTAIN.

On

April

Police Department

1 7,

2000 Captain Joseph McGann

years with the Durham

began

Police

completed twenty-two

Department.

his career with the

department on July

7,

Joe
1978 as a patrolman and quickly worked his way
up the ranks from Supervisor

citizen

to Sergeant to

Captain and, upon the retirement of Chief Paul

senior advisor for

Gowen,

many years. Joe

also established

the annual Christmas tree lighting ceremony, senior

Christmas dinner and spring barbecue, and

served as the local Chairman of the

New Hampshire

Special Olympics committee for ten years.
Acting Chief of Police.

Joe's love of the

community
ed the

first

community was evident

in the

many

service projects he established. Joe startPolice Explorer

Program and served as

its

Throughout his career Joe gave unselfishly of his time
and devoted many off-duty hours to community
events.

He was

actively involved with the refurbishing

of the current police building and

was

recognized by

continued on next page.
Year

2000
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Retirements continued.

.

.

Chief David Kurz at the station's opening ceremony-

position in neighboring

Madbury and

serving

is

and

protecting the citizens of that community.

Though Joe is no longer patrolling the streets in
Durham, he has not hung up his gun and badge. Upon
Joe accepted the Deputy Police Chief

his retirement,

We

wish Joe, his v/ife Judy and Children Corey,
Chad, Ryan, Casey and Caitlin the very best.
all

Joseph "Skip" Grady
PUBLIC

WORKS DIRECTOR

On August 3

1.

2000 Joseph

"5kip"

after completing thirty years

in

Grady

years were with the Town of Durham as

was bom

retired

from

its Public

Works

in 1940 and lived
which time he moved to New
Hampshire. Skip is a 1958 graduate of Cogswell
Memorial High School in Henniker. After high school
he was accepted into the University of New Hampshire
where, in 1965, he earned a geology degree. He was
then commissioned into the US Army, Artillery division
and served for three years as a First Lieutenant, with
one year in Vietnam. Upon leaving the rrulitary in 1968,
he began his graduate work at the University of New
Hampshire where he earned a Master of Science degree

Skip
there

in

until

in Connecticut

1947

Public VJorks

the profession. Twelve of those

at

Director.

future. In

1997, a

new

Works

Public
facility

was

constructed

on Stone
Quarry Drive.
In 1998, as

part of the

College Brook
project, the

once narrow

hydrology.

pedestrian bridge off Mill

Pond Road was widened,
was installed. The

1970 Skip began employment with the New
Hampshire Department of Transportation (NHDOT)
where he remained for eighteen years. During that time.
Skip worked as a Hydraulic Engineer, as a Highway
Maintenance Supervisor for District 5 in Hooksett, and
as an Assistant Administrator in the Mechanical Bureau
repairing and purchasing all of the NHDOT equipment.

and the College Brook bridge

1988 Skip was hired as Dtirham's Public Works
Director. Throughout his career in Durham, Skip experienced many transformations, including the change from
a Board of Selectmen to Council form of government

three

In

results of this project significantly

with a

Town

Administrator.

On two

he

left

the Mill

summer months. Main

this project.

Street

During

was converted

from a one quarter mile, asphalt drag

strip to

the

pedestrian-friendly, traffic calming, tree-lined, brightly
lit

and

attractive

downtown

center that

it

is

today.

occasions, he served

Town Administrator. Skip devoted
many long hours to the Town to ensure that the best
possible service was provided to its citizens. Upon his
as the Town's Interim

retirement,

in

Pond Road neighborhood. Perhaps the most noteworthy of his accomplishments is realized in the
1999 downtown Main Street Enhancement Project.
Over three years, Skip planned, developed, and
supervised the construction of

In

reduced flooding

incidences and enhanced the appearance

a legacy of completed projects that

will

proudly carry the community forward into the

16

Town of Durham

remembered most for his calming nature, his
thoughtful manner and for the high degree of profesSkip

is

sionalism with which he accomplished any task
assigned.

High Tide

at

Dorham's "Old Landing". Photo Courtesy o{ the Durham

Historic

Assoaauon

Durham has been made a better place due to the commitment, energy
and talents of these three dedicated employees.
Thank you. Marge, Joe and Skip for

all

You

your efforts on behalf of the Town of Durham.

will

be missed.

Oyster River High School. Photo Courtesy of the Durham

Historic Association

Year

2000
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Administrativa

Of

Historical Interest:

Ordinances for 2000

Town Government
At the

Summary

beginning of the

twentieth century, Durham

was

2000-01

....An

ordinance amending certain

.Passed

2/21/00

Passed

.2/21/00

.Passed

2/21/00

sections of Chapter 68, titled "Fire

governed by a board of three

Prevention" of the

selectmen elected at the

Town

annual town meeting. The town

the 1997 editions of the Fire

meeting was the basis for
action

in

town

affairs.

Code of the

of Durham, in order to adopt

Code and the Life Safety
Code, published by the National

Prevention

The

warrant, an aa^enda for the

Fire Protection Association

meeting, contained items for

voter consideration. The wishes

2000-02

ordinance restricting parking on
Coe Drive from September 1st
through June 30th between 7:00 AM
and 2:30 PM, except by permit only

....An

of the voters were then trans-

lated into action by the select-

men. The warrant consisted

for Oyster River

mostly of budget items that
Below:
current

Town Conndl chambers In the
Town Hall fatdldlng. Below right: A

view of what was the Selectmen's Office
in the old

Town

couitesy of the

18

Hall Bnlldhig. Phoio

Durham

Historic Association.

Town of Durham

2000-03

. . .

High School students

.An ordinance prohibiting

commercial motor vehicles from
a section of

Edgewood Road

2000-04

.No action

.An ordinance establishing the

speed

Deer

limit for

Road and Fox

Hill

Meadow

Road

.3/20/00

were propoeed by the select-

taken

men and budget committee.

within

Until

the Deer Point subdivision

2000-05

of the

.Passed

creating

the second

March was the day

in

when town officers were elect-

5/15/00

ed and specific issues were

Traffic"

Durham Town Code by
metered parking on the

westerly side of

972

Tuesday

.An ordinance amending

Chapter 153 "Vehicles and

1

on. Howevei;

lation

growth and a more com-

plex warrant,

Madbuiy Road

due to popu-

voted

another da\j was

added. Balloting for offlcere

2000-06

.An ordinance establishing

no

.Passed

...

5/15/00

wae conducted on the second

parking on a certain section of

Tuesday of March and items

Madbury Road

open for discussion were considered on the following day.

2000-07

.An ordinance establishing a two-

.Passed

5/15/00
In

on the north side
of Mill Pond Road commencing
150 feet west of Church Hill Road
for 375 feet westerly

hour parking

1

96&, due to Durham's

limit

continued growth, the three-

man Doard

of Selectmen

Increased to a five-person

board with the addition of

2000-08

....An

ordinance amending Chapter

153 "Vehicles and

Traffic",

Passed

.5/15/00

years, the town continued to

Section

153-29(A) of the

Durham Town Code

see increases

relating to Pettee

Brook Lane parking

and changes

lot.

ics

2000-09

....An

ordinance amending Chapter

.Failed

175 "Zoning", Section 175- 23

on

"General Use Regulations" of the

Reading

5/15/00

....An

.Passed

9/11/00

1

lish

Durham Town Code

I,

Passed

11/06/00

a Charter Commission for

and elected

members to that commis-

sion, for

Chapter 68,

Titled "Fire Prevention" of the

1

1

municipal Charter"

ordinance amending Certain

Sections of Article

its

the purpose of creating a

six
....An

that would again affect

At the 255th Durham Town
Meeting on hAarch
1,
956,
the residents voted (503 in
f avoi;
3 against) "to estab-

175 "Zoning" by Rescinding Section
175-23 "General Use Regulations"

2000-11

world econom-

1

ordinance amending Chapter

of the

its population

in

in

governmental structure.

First

Durham Town Code
2000-10

two

women. Over the next twenty

the next year the

commission worked to deter-

Durham
continued on next page.

.

corrtinued

.

Year

ZOOO

on next page.
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History continued.

mine what,

if

2000 Ordinances continued.

.

Town Code

changes

any,

Fire/Life Safety pennits, building

would best handle increasingly

of the town

m

changes. The

1

and

the character
era of

ar\

957

fire

sprinkler

systems

2000- 1 2(A) An ordinance EstabHshing Chapter
59, Titled "Fire Department Service

Annual

Report provides the last

Call

report from the Board of

in order to establish a limit

Selectmen.

fee system for property for

At the March
election],

1

plans

review and re-testing of fire alarm

complex governmental affairs
while protecting

.

.

order to establish fees for

in

Q 957

Fees" of the

Passed

12/1 8/00

Durham Town Code
and

non-emergency service related
responses by the Durham Fire Department

1

Durham' 5 Town

Charter was adopted allowing
for a nine

member

Council ar\d

Resolutions for 2000

Town Administrator form of
government. Subsec^uently, nine
Council

members were elected

and Durham's

first

Administrator wae hived
April

2000-01

Town

resolution authorizing the

made

in

July
Hall [y^ow

1,

.Passed

1/19/00

Passed

1/24/00

Passed

2/07/00

Passed

2/07/00

Passed

3/06/00

Town between
1999 and December 31, 1999

to the

2000-02

....A

resolution to submit a

grant application for a

manhole

nearly three-fourths of the
1

2000

Coastal Program financial assistance

the local government for

In

1/10/00

the

District Court House) housed

twentieth century.

Passed

acceptance of private donations

1955.

The Town

....A

959

rehabilitation project to

inflow

and

reduce

infiltration

the building was remodeled,

and the Durham Historic

2000-03.... A resolution establishing the

Association was granted the
upstairs room for a museum.
In

1965

plans were formulat-

compensation for department heads
and the Town Clerk/Tax Collector
for Fiscal Year

2000

ed to buy another site for
2000-04.... A resolution authorizing the

town offices and by 1972,

expenditure of funds from a crime

the offices had moved to
their present location

Newmarket Koad.

at

1

5

prevention grant awarded by the

US Bureau

of Justice Assistance

2000-05.... A resolution authorizing the

expenditure of funds from the

alarm monitoring account
2000-06.... A resolution authorizing the

purchase

of,

awarding the bid

for,

and requesting the Trustees of Trust
Funds to transfer funds for the
replacement of Car 3 with a 2000

Dodge Caravan

for the price

of

$23,000 to include emergency
warning and communications

equipment and

20

Town of Purhan

exterior detailing

2000-07

A resolution supporting Home Rule Legislation as proposed by
the New Hampshire Municipal Association (NHMA)

Passed

10/02/00

2000-08

A

Passed

03/20/00

Passed

04/03/00

Passed

04/17/00

Passed

04/17/00

resolution accepting an ice wildlife

fire

equipment grant
and Lands, and

from the New Hampshire
appropriating $5,000.00 for the purchase of wildland
Division of Forests

equipment

2000-09

A

resolution authorizing the issuance of Tax Anticipation Notes

(TANs) in the amount of not to exceed
Thousand DoUars ($5,500,000.00)

2000-10

A

fire

related to the grant

Five Million Five

resolution authorizing the additional appropriation

and

Hundred

capital

expenditure of $6,800.00 to include design of an 8-inch treated

water main
Mill

Road

for the

Spruce

Wood

extended care

as part of the design for the

Lamprey

facility off

River

Raw Water

Transmission Main project

2000-11

A resolution

authorizing an increased capital appropriation

$218,500.00

for

of.

Year 2000 wastewater system improvements

2000-12

A

resolution

amending Resolution #99-20 authorizing application
to the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
State Wastewater Revolving Loan Fund for $950,000.00 for
wastewater system improvements

Passed

04/17/00

2000-13

A

resolution

Passed

04/17/00

Passed

06/05/00

Passed

05/01/00

No

05/01/00

amending Resolution #99-22 authorizing the
application to the State of New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services Drinking Water State Revolving Loan Fund
(DWSRF) for the construction of a new transmission pipe to

connect the University of New Hampshire's Arthur RoUins Water
Treatment Plan to the Lamprey River

2000-14

A resolution

authorizing an appropriation of $14,489.00 to the

Capital Fund Budget; requesting the Trustees of Trust Funds to
transfer $14,489 from the Parking Capital Reserve to theCapital

Fund Budget; and authorizing the expenditure of $14,489.00
from the Capital Fund Budget for the purchase and installation
of parking meters on Madbury Road at the intersection of
Garrison Avenue continuing southerly to the intersection of
Pettee Brook Lane

2000-15

A resolution
Capital

2000-16

2000-17

authorizing the expenditure of funds from the

Fund Budget

A resolution

authorizing the expenditure of funds from the

action

Parking Fund Capital Reserve

taken

A resolution

Passed

to the
for

authorizing and additional appropriation of $1.00

FY 2000 General Fund Operating Budget

necessary contracted services

of the

Durham Town

in

05/15/00

to post costs

accordance with Section 5.5

Charter
conlinaed on next page.
year

2000
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2000 Resolutions

2000-18

continued.

A

.

.

resolution authorizing the expenditure of funds for the

Passed

06/19/00

Passed

07/10/00

Passed

07/17/00

Passed

07/17/00

Passed

08/21/00

an appropriation of $91,180.00 to the
Fund Budget; requesting the Trustees of Trust Funds
to transfer $91,180.00 from the Parking Fund Capital Reserve to
the Capital Fund Budget; and authorizing the expenditure of
$91,180.00 from the Capital Fund Budget for lot improvements
to the Pettee Brook parking lot

Passed

08/28/00

A resolution

Passed

09/11/00

Passed

10/16/00

Passed

12/1 1/01

US Route 4 -Back River Road Realignment and Signalization
project in the amount of $42,338.00 and authorizing the
Town Administrator to issue a Letter of Concurrence to the
New Hampshire Department of Transportation (NHDOT)
2000-19

A

resolution recognizing the

young
School

2000-20

and

be

many

achievements of the

of the Oyster River Cooperative

the 1999/2000 school year

authorizing the expenditure of $13,962.00 from

FY 2000

from
to

women

District for

A resolution
the

2000-21(A)

men

Capital

Fund and authorizing the revenue source

that fund account for the

purchase of mobile data terminals

installed in the police vehicles

....Authorizing the

the State of

borrowing of $900,000

New

in

long-term debt from

Hampshire Department of Environmental
Loan Fund (DWSRF)

Services Drinking Water State Revolving
for the construction of a

University of

New

new

transmission pipe to connect the

Hampshire's Arthur Rollins Water Treatment

Lamprey
Treatment Plant, and
Plant to the

River for

Improvments

to the

Water

authorizing an additional appropriation

of $200,000

2000-22

A resolution

authorizing an appropriation of $2,650.00 to the

Fund Budget; requesting the Trustees of Trust Funds to
transfer $2,650.00 from the Sewer Fund Capital Reserve to the Capital
Fund Budget; and authorizing the expenditure of $2,650.00 from the
Capital Fund Budget for the engineering review of Epping Septic Tank
Capital

proposed septage sludge dewatering facility to be completed
by Wright-Pierce, the Town's wastewater consulting engineers
Service's

2000-23

A

resolution authorizing

Capital

2000-24

the Capital
transfer

authorizing an appropriation of $24,964.00 to

Fund Budget; requesting

the Trustees of Trust

Funds

$24,964.00 from the Parking Fund Capital Reserve

to the

Fund Budget; and authorizing the expenditure of $24,964.00
from the Capital Fund Budget, for the purchase and installation of
parking meters in the Pettee Brook parking lot
Capital

2000-25

Authorizing the issuance of

DoDars ($1,500,000)

2000-26
22

in

One

Million Five

Hundred Thousand

Tax Anticipation Notes

Authorizing an appropriation of $134,000.00 to the

Town of Durham

General Fund Budget with $81,000.00 revenue source to

come

from the CommunitY Development Capital Reserve Fund;
accepting a $53,000.00 AT&T Grant; requesting the Trustees
of Trust Funds to transfer $81,000,00 from the CommunitY
Development Capital Reserve Fund to the General Fund Budget;
and authorizing the expenditure of $134,000.00 from the
General Fund Budget for construction and hardware purchases
of a Public Education

A Resolution

2000-27

& Government

authorizing the expenditure of $8,192.95

from the 2000 Capital Fund Account
Communications Lines
2000-28.

(PEG) Cable Channel

for the installation

.Authorizing the acceptance of funds

Grant awarded by the

2000-30.

.Passed

12/04/00

.Passed

12/04/00

Passed

.12/19/00

authorized expenditure not-to-exceed $26,458.63 for the

purchase of a forestry vehicle tank,
warning systems

2000-29.

11/06/00

of T-

.Authorizing the additional appropriation of $4,358.63 for a
total

.Passed

US Bureau

detailing

and emergency

from a Crime Prevention

of Justice Assistance

FY 2001 General Operating Budget

.Adopting the

Business Manager
CAROL COPPOLA,

Interim Business

Manager

past year was a
This
year
the Town's Finance
difficult

for

Department with the
Business Manager,

Howard

Hedegard and the Town
Administrator, Ilene Healy both
leaving. The coming year will be a
challenge but the tasks of the
office will be completed
an accurate and timely manner

business
in

as Municipal Resources, Inc. has

been hired

to bring the

Town

more productive and
efficient existence. The Town's
independent audit team of
Offices into a

Vachon, Clukay

&

Co. PC, found

reportable conditions that have

been

rectified

and the audit

years 2000 and 2001 will
noticeable

for the

show

a

improvement with

regards to the financial condition

(I-r): Cortnne S. McCrone, Staff Acconntanl and Carol Coppola, Intettm Business Manager.
Front (I-r): Lisa Beaodoln, Accounting Assistant and Wendy Reed, Finance Constdtant, Municipal
Resources, Inc.

Back

of the Town.
Year
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Council Chairman
JAMES

L.

WALSH,

Council Chairman

the second millennium and

As

the 20th century of the

Com-

nrion Era comes to a close,
momentous calendrical mile-

such

stones prompt somber reflection.

One thousand years ago Durham
was the home of semi-nomadic
peoples whose livelihood derived
from

hunting and small-

fishing,

home

coming
They determine what roads
paved, what equipment is

set the policy course for the

year.

are

the

of semi- sedentary people of

European descent whose livelihood
still derived from fishing, hunting
agriculture, with the

and small scale

decisions reached at budget time

acquired or replaced, what staff

One hundred
same space was

scale agriculture.

years ago, the

ply the level of services our citizens

want and expect. The budget dominates the town's business for two
months out of the year, but it is
more than juggling doUars. The

changes are justified and affordable. All of these expenses are

by the annual

affected

arrival

of

fourteen thousand or so seasonal

whose presence

visitors

contributes

addition of various specialized

to everything

from the pace of road

trades such as shopkeeper, carpen-

deterioration

and the

ter,

blacksmith and so

Durham
of a

new

forth.

Today

stands poised on the brink
century as a small town

and economically at the heart of a thriving and
bustling region. The sleepy rural
town of a century ago with its relasituated geographically

tively

new

agricultural college

its

own

modern

identity while hosting a

research university.

When was
I

elected to the

Council in 1998
delusion that

I

Town

labored under the

Durham was

still

a

sleepy rural town. Nearly three

years

later,

as

Council chair,

I

1

fire

forces, to the

tons of solid waste

we must
I

consideration.

Other issues of community interest
kept the lights

on

late into the night

as the

of their

all

V roads,

is

ing

a process

now.

Additionally,

secured the

have

its

which

own

we

have

Town

of the

right

Class

ongoto

public access television

own "TV
serve a

be the spot

station." This

far

for

Durham's

channel

will

greater purpose than

Town

Council

meetings. Within a very short time
a community bulletin board function

as well as scheduled broadcasts of

corporate neighbor pursues

and

site

its

review

plans include preserva-

trails.

When

to

we

^Anll

And

in the

near

future public service broadcasts will

the presence

educational programming,

becomes

see the kind of

meet the

meetings.

begin including locally produced

of this high-tech pioneer
manifest,

Town

and public

Durham

future.

greatest challenge the council

public affairs

The

arts,

and sporting events.

successful completion of the

franchise agreement could not have
been accomplished without the

labor of the Cable Franchise Ascer-

The Council was

also involved in

keep the Town
portion of the property tax as low

prolonged negotiations with

as possible while continuing to sup-

concerning the renewal of the cable

Town of Durham

the build-

new

needs

24

Town ensured

be broadcasting continuous
Durham news and event notices,

dean, beneficial growth

the budget, the

the

corporate headquarters. As our

site

of our future.

is

part of the

out of cable service along

will

Inc.

walking

battle to

tract,

Powerspan,

amount of data the council
must review, digest, and deliberate
upon to efiectively guide the course

ongoing

As

successful completion of that con-

merely televising

process,

faces every year

television franchise.

Town Hall during the year. The
summer of 2000 saw the sale of
the Durham Business Park land to

in

tion of the shoreline

at

Walsh

channel. Channel 22 in the current

write this report as

amazed

L.

lineup will

the permitting

the

The

dis-

want you,
the citizens of Durham, to know
that your Council never spends a
dollar of your money without due
pose of every week.

am

still

number of

has

been supplanted by an increasingly
complex municipality struggling to
find

and

size of police

James

MediaOne, now AT&T

Broadband,

tainment Committee chaired by

Bob McCarthy, and comprised of
Nancy Bergeron, Steve Burns, Ed
Dumall, Paul Gasowski (ORCSD

representative),

Donna Langley

town

and Jim Walsh (Town Council representative). The negotiations were
carried out by a committee made
up of Councilor Jerry Dee, Paul

revitalization project in 1999.

The Council

will especially

miss his

Sharon Elliot for her efforts this
year and most especially Jennie

who

Berry

is

the rep.ository of our

memory. During

creative exhibits at budget time.

institutional

MacQueen has returned as
interim Town Administrator and

the chaos of the past few months,

Jennie -emains the anchor that

strator Ilene Healy, Councilor Jim

Carol Coppola

keeps the ship from

Walsh and attorneys Susan
Chamberiain and Rob Ciandella of
Donahue, Tucker & Ciandella.

her role as interim Business Man-

Town Admini-

Gasowski, former

No

report

fail

to

on the year 2000 should
mention the completion of

the long-awaited Master Plan revision.

The Planning Board

doubt

say

will

would

like to

behalf of the
all

use

fine a

I

on

Council, to thank

of those citizens of

whose

but

this space,

Town

no

report

much more,

Durham
produced so

diligent efforts

Pat

ager.

is

currently reprising

Both are on board through

for

Municipal Resources Incorporated.

sons

We

fill

both positions, a task that should
be completed in the first quarter of
2001. At
ner John

Harwood

find

our

Business Manager, our Director of

Community DevelopTown Administrator and

remains

hands of acting
director Mike Lynch. Out of all of
these changes we will fashion a
in the able

new

to guide

Durham

a

century.

This bully pulpit gives

opportunity to thank

people

who have

me the

some

of the

contributed to

our community this past year.
Thanks to all the volunteers who

Memorial Day weekend at the Main
Street fire, and to all the restaurants
and stores who contributed food,

our Director of Public Works. While

changes are routine and
degree expected, the

Duane Hyde as Director of
Planning and Community Development was especially harsh. Much of

loss of

the credit for the Master Plan as

unfolds must be
tise will

his,

and

it

his exper-

We

be sorely missed.

in the region

What

do,

is

and

we

completion, and Public Works

turned out to aid the

to a certain

our place

we must

by what goes on
beyond our borders. We must
reach a new accommodation with
the University, one based on common interest, common goals, and

Planning and

staff

can do, what

the degree to which

are impacted

ment, our

some

in diplomacy.

new

partnership which recog-

nizes the impact of that institution

Town and its Council have faced
some "interesting" challenges at the
highest levels of Town Staff. In the
lost

les-

manage

This past year in particular the

we

Mary

while a second Planner search nears

into the

course of the year

my wife

the communities around us.

this writing interim plan-

the office

away.

drifting

must thank

can neither stop time nor slow
the pace of growth and change in

we

fills

I

her unflagging support and

National searches are ongoing to

management team

document.

Finally,

of

all

firefighters

on

beverages and supplies. Thanks to
the
ers

many

and supportof the MainStreet Program and
participants

community building endeavors
such as the Young Artists Festival
and Light Up Durham Celebration.

on the Tovim which surrounds it.
The greatest challenge Durham
faces in the coming years is leadership. We must have the wisdom to
choose leaders who can get
beyond narrow personal agendas
and act in the general interest of
the people.

who

Durham needs

leaders

see the past, not as granite

walls to

entomb

the town, but as

granite stairs to carry

it

to a higher

level

of prosperity and community.

That

is

as a

town

the challenge

we must meet

its

in the next century.

can be

thankful that he remains a resident

Boy Scouts Ryan Thompson,

Durham with his wife Noreen
and their new daughter, Molly.

Michael Dennis and Michael Lang

of

initiated

and

carried out Eagle

Scout projects and earned
This year's

Durham Day

Scouting's highest honor while

Picnic

served to say good-bye to Joseph
"Skip" Grady

who

retired

from his

post as Public Works Director.
Skip's contributions to

Durham

enhancing our community. Thank

you

are

young men from a
town and congratulations

to these

grateful

on your success.

the stuff of legend, including his

hands-on approach

to the

dowm-

I

would

like

also to thank secretary
Year

2000

Annual Report
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Chair McNeill stated that

Minutes of the 2000
Informational
SEASON ELLIOTT,

important for the

Town Meeting

Town

was

it

to con-

tinue working with the University

on

issues that concerns both

Secretary
entities.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH
2000 AT 7:00 PM

B.

15,

Oyster River Middle School

Multipurpose

Planning and Community

Development

Room

Mike Evemgam, Town Moderator,
called the meeting to order at
7:10PM.

M
H

Master Plan

fe:

Wagon

B.

Ilene

Craig Supply

Wi

Track Bike Path

C.

INTRODUCTION OF

PUBLIC OFFICIALS BY

Chinburg. She thanked

Mike

Evemgam

Police Department

Works Department

D. Public

introduced and

welcomed the members of the
Town Council.

Ilene Healy

m Route 108 Project
C 2000 Road Resurfacing Program
1^

Wastewater Treatment Plant
Improvements - Discharge

for the

the

Newly elected members
Town Council 2000
The

election results for

Council

were as

to the

r

Town

Lamprey
Main

Vi McNeill

902

Mike Pazdon

988

MalSandberg

£.

Main

F.

Lamprey River Management

i:

of other
A.

Evemgam

reported on the

results of the rest of the election.

Mike
at 7:
lic

II.

Evemgam
15

PM

in

called a recess

order for the pub-

to visit the informational sites.

PUBLIC TO HAVE A

HALF HOUR TO VISIT THE
VARIOUS INFORMATION
SITES SETUP AS FOLLOWS:
A. Fire Department
26

Town of Durham

Committee

70

Officials

Mike

Program

Advisory Committee

III.

Town

Street

G. Recycling

as a write-in

REMARKS

Town

Council Chairman,

Walsh, on behalf of the

Council, presented Vi

town

chair.

McNeill thanked the

Town

Chair McNeill welcomed new
member Mike Pazdon and returning

its

members, Pete Chinburg

and Mai Sandberg to the Town
Council. She spoke on the

support during her

year as Chair.

TOWN MODERATOR
SHALL SUMMON THE
VOTERS FOR THE TOWN
IV.

TO HEAR REPORTS OF
THE PREVIOUS YEAR'S
ACTIVITIES AND OF
PROPOSALS FOR THE
CURRENT YEAR BY THE
FOLLOWING:
B

There was no report.

B. Fire
£•

Department

Michael Blake, Assistant Fire
Chief stated that the Fire

accomplishments of the Town

Department has an

during the past three years one

ahead

of which

was

Vi

A. Business Department

Vi B. McNeill
Sx

Council.

Council for

1,202

Peter Smith

C. Election results

River Transmission

follows:

1,148

thanked Vi McNeill

McNeill with a

Packers Falls Bridge Project

Town

Pete Chinburg

the

work she had done on

Town

B James

Permit
B.

all

worked on all the
various Boards, Commissions
and Committees. She also
thanked the Department Heads
and Staff for their dedication and
support to the Tovm.

TOWN MODERATOR.
Members of the 1999
Town Cotmcil

Healy congratulated Mike

Ilene

citizens that

Commurucations Center
Computer and Police
Management System

A.

M. Healy

Pazdon, Mai Sandberg and Pete

UNH
I.

Town Administrator,

development
of the Main Street Program,
which has helped to revitalize
the downtown.
the

for

chase of a

M Ron

exciting

them with

new

year

the pur-

fire truck.

O'Keefe, Fire Chief, spoke

about the changes that would be
taking place within the Fire

coming year
including the addition of two
additional firefighters and a Fire
Department

Marshall to the

everyone to

He

staff.

come and

renovations to the

E

G.

H.

fire station.

£k

Development
that the

Treasurer

He

Hall

spoke on the projects

were able

accomplished

/.

Planning Board

E

would be the

in his opinion,

re -write of the

is

it

members.

also

the activities of the

important

this

committee as

P. Recycling

E

He

this

spoke about the process of

Drapeau reported on the

Bill

Works, spoke about the accom-

at

committee, which

Zorung Board of Adjustment.

project for this year.

The

design of the

closure will

be accomplished

F. Library

^.

Bill

have

better

He thanked

who

help keep the library open

the volunteers

stated that

Gary Lauten reported on various
projects the Conservation

mission worked on

Theresa Walker presented the
7th Annual Conservation

year

Commission award

to find a possible location
to begin

fundraising for this project.

thanked the

Town

contribution in the

He

Council for

form of

its

Com-

this past year.

the major project for this next

and

Rous spoke on behalf of
the Main Street Program and
briefly talked about upcoming
Walter

projects.

M. Conservation Commission

year.

for the Library

the past year.

commu-

between the Boards,
Commissions and Committees.

K

to

Dea

Town

support of the Main Street

Program. She reported on the
projects and accomplishments of

Commission

nication

this year.

of the Library during the past

is

Beth Fischer thanked the

Schoonmaker spoke about

the need to

Board of Trustees

He

I. Historic District

final

John Aber spoke on the growth

additional hours.

working

Council.

for its

stated that the Route

108/Main Street was the major

also

is

preparing a Pay-As -You -Throw

Q.Main Street Program

downtown

landfill

Committee

(PAYT) program to present to the

Skip Grady, Director of Public

He

short

K. Zoning Board of Adjustment

E. Public Works Department

project.

is

Catharina dejong reported on

Town

plishment of the

it

members.

reviewing the Master Plan.

Police Department.

citi-

zens need to volunteer to be on

Commissions

dures each entity follows.

this

committee. He stated that

stated that,

and Committees collectively
spend some time teaching so
the public is aware of the proce-

Kurz, Police Chief, intro-

Dewing reported on

Dick

on the

He

that the Boards,

D. Police Department

staff

and Recreation

O. Parks

Committee

stated that

Planning Board.

new

retiring

to

this past year.

Board would be working on

his

from the committee
and thanked him for his service
to this committee. Dick Dewing
thanked the Committee.
is

Neil Wylie reported

He spoke on

concerning the history of the

not able

Lamprey River. She presented
Dick Dewing with a plaque as he

the next project the Planning

Dave
duced

was

Trustees of Trust

get

Town's Zoning Ordinance.

ff

Lilly,

review of the

Master Plan.

draft

Dick

that the Trustees

was working

finish its

has been a release of a video

Town Treasurer

W. Bill

Planning Board

Advisory Committee
K Judith Spang reported on the
Lamprey River Advisory
Committee. She stated that there

Funds/Cemetery Committee

Planning and Commanity

Duane Hyde reported

Collector

Lamprey River Management

N.

to attend.

ther-

I.

hard to

Town Clerk/Tax

see the

upcoming fundraiser for a
mal imaging camera.
C.

for the Library.

Linda Ekdahl gave a brief report.

invited

he announced the

Lastly,

matching funds

this

Open Discussion between Town
Council and Durham Residents on
issues of interest
V.

S Tom
that

Christie,

Dame

he wanted

record

by

Road, stated

to clarify the

stating that

he did not

Brickner-Wood because of the

step

work she does

Recreation Committee but

to protect the

natural resources in

down from

the Parks

&
was

Durham

and the surrounding Towns.

cotttinaed on next page.
year

2000

hr\ma\ Report

.

.
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Minates of the 2000 Informational Town Meeting continued.

not appointed to the coninnittee

by the Town Council. He stated
that he believes in free and open
government. He stated that he

E

had attempted to receive information from the Town
Administrator and had not been
able to receive

it.

Town should

the

He

a

at

Bill Hall,

mation (such as

have the Town Council

the public.

Durham

Holly Hart,

Point Rd,

1;

differ-

Holly Hart,

asked

She suggested that
the Town Council meetings be

has a

until the

billing state-

ments) should be available to

televised.

stated concerns about the cable

video taped

how

Durham Point Rd.
the Town Council

right to

have nonpublic

meetings. Mike

Evemgam

answered her concerns by

meetings

begin to be televised.

ent form of government.

K

.

negotiations.

stated that

look

.

spoke about the election results.
She also expressed the need to

explaining

RSA

91 -A.

Peter Smith, Route 4, spoke

Smith Park Lane, con-

about openness

in the

Town

Town
He

VII.

cerning the Sprint Settlement.

concerning

Betsy Horskin, Smith Park Lane,

stated that attorney/client infor-

records.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting adjourned
at 9:50

PM.

Town Administrator
PATRICK MACQUEEN,

Town Administrator

Interim

Serving as Interim Town
Administrator for the

Durham

of

second time

for the

several years into the future

bility

Town

has been an interesting experience.
The Town's Planner left earlier in
the year and the Town's Public

in order to

make

intelligent deci-

sions with respect to Capital plan-

ning and overall operations.

Town has adopted
Master Plan

a brand

The

new

after a significant

Likewise the Business

amount of development time and
community input. With the hiring
of a new Planner, which I hope will

Management

Office has been withDirector, and
permanent
out a
there has been turnover in the

occur

Town

the elements of that plan, the

Works

Director retired mid-year

after a long career

with the Town.

Administrator's position.

after

a prolonged hiring

process, the

good

Town

should be in a

position to begin to carry out

Nevertheless, the remaining staff

part of which

members have shouldered

the Zoning Ordinance.

their

is

first

the re -writing of
Patrick

and
have kept Town government operating on an even keel.

MacQaeen

responsibilities assiduously

The Route 108 Project through
Town seemed to dominate things
in the current

I

arrived as Interim Administrator

in

August just

in

time to

together a Capital

try to put

Improvement

Plan and an Operating Budget for

The Town Council
passed the Operating Budget and

the Town.

will

continue to refine the Capital

Improvement Program

New Year.
Town

is critical

Council

existing

28

It

and

fully

its

it

by the
Town. It was a project operated by
the State of New Hampshire and
the contractor that the State hired.
It

was

to

have been completed

in

2000 construction year, but
that was not to be. The finishing
the

will

be completed next

year including the

that the

future financial capa-

Town of Durham

year even though

to

be

dealt with

and the incon-

for the general public

were numerous

to say the least.

not a project operated

touches

into the

understand

was

had

veniences

final

paving,

and landscaping. A number of issues raised by that project
painting

The Town has entered into a
Purchase and Sale Agreement with
the

PowerSpan Corporation

for the

construction of an office Corporate

Headquarters building
erty

known

as the

at

the prop-

Durham

Business Park next to the

We

Wastewater Treatment

Plant.

hope

go through

that this sale will

but

it

dependent,

is

things,

among

other

ments as

are

possible.

State of

New

Route 4 with the

Hampshire.

A
es

change

significant

may

in

Town

4, the

Town,

Town

servic-

Council

finally

how the

decides to

with State assistance, completed

implement the proposed PAYT pro-

the Route 4 Safety Study, which

gram which emphasizes

contains a

number of

short-term

and long-term recommendations
for improving traffic situations on
this

main highway through

Durham. The Town
with the State

in the

will

be meeting

near future to

enlist the State's assistance in carry-

ing out as

many

of these improve-

Overall,

more

citizens

directly for the

waste

they generate but do not recycle.

The program is budgeted for but
the Council must adopt an ordinance

for

implementation of it.

How much

to

implement, the

it

is

the goal of Town gov-

ernment to provide the basic local
government services citizens regularly

paying

early in the

next year.

occur with respect 'o solid

waste depending on the
Speaking of Route

under consideration and

must be ironed out

on working out the appro-

priate access to

still all

expect in the best possible

way. Citizens of Durham can take
considerable comfort in knowing

and Town Council and
who serve on the
various Boards and Committees,
which make up Town government,
that the staff

the

many

citizens

are dedicated to doing just that.

my pleasure

be of

approach to implementation and

has been

the timetable for implementation

interim service to the Town.

Year

2000

to

It

Annual Report
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Culture and Recreation

Of

Historical Interest:

Durham
In

Conservation Commission

Public Library

recent years,

remember the

GARY N. LftUTEN, Chairman

most

library

people

as the

"Durham/UNH Library" located

The Durham

tions to the

Conservation

by Durham property owners for
projects such as dock construc-

Connnnission (DCC) has a

at the D\mond

UNH campus.

Library

or]

the

three

library

the Durham

Durham

Howevei; at the

systems

in

Durham;

Public Library,

the

library Association

and

the New Hampshire College
(now UNH)

Library.

The Durham
originally

Public Library

housed

in

wae

the

Richardson building on lower Main
Street. According to Lucien

Thompson, c^uoted

New
1

mandate
manage and pro-

state legislative

turn of the century there were

in

Durham,

Hampshire, a History

900-1 935 (published by the

to inventory,

tect the natural

tion,

resources of the

to review and make
recommendations to the State
on all wetlands applications. The
DCC acts as an advocate for natural resource protection in town
and regional affairs, and a
source for information for town

NH Wetlands Bureau

driveway

struction,

Town and

culverts,

and home

road con-

building that

impact wetlands or shoreland.
f:

Worked vwth the Lamprey River
Advisory Committee and other
organizations involved in natural

resource protection to educate

landowners on the benefits of
placing conservation easements

residents.

on undeveloped

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Worked with the Parks and
Recreation Committee and tovm
staff to

Reviewed twelve (12)

applica-

land.

address the erosion

problems along the Oyster River
at

Wagon

Hill.

Worked with

citizens

concerned

with the loss of a navigable

channel

Public
Librai

in the

Oyster River on

a study to restore the channel.

Responded

to

numerous requests

for information

from landowners

concerning town land use regulations

and

restoration of wildlife

habitat.

s Continued discussion on the
removal of vegetation from Mill
Pond.

The DCC was very pleased
The Durham Pablic Library
tion In the

30
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Min Road

Plaza.

at Its

to

honor

present loca-

Durham
1

900

Historic Association),

"In

Hamilton Smith, a "most
benefactor", left a

liberal

$ 1 0,000 legacy to be used

toward buiWing a new

By

library

1

902

public

the executor of

Mr Smiths estate, Henry

Dea Brickner-Wood with

the seventh

staff,

and

lando\A^ners, a long-

Annual Durham Conservation

term management strategy

Award for her work with the Great
Bay Resource Protection Partnership.

MiU Pond.

GOALS FOR

2001

Work with the Planning Board
and staff on revisions to land use

recommended
new Master Plan.
regulations

in the

Thompson homestead

for

site for :he

Continue work on restoration

Because

on voluntary,
permanent land and water pro-

tection.

Prepare, with

Town

one small community, on October

Library trustees

month

Council,

libraries in

from development with assistance from the state's new

7

at

905

1

the Durham

Public

approved con-

Durham

solidation with the

and the New

Library Association

Hampshire College

Library.

New

Hampshire College trustees and

ments to
ter or by joining us at our
monthly meetings held in the
Council Chambers in Town Hall
on the second Thursday of each

tion organization

nor economically sound to

ested in protecting their land

and comthe DCC, either by let-

landowners and other conserva-

neither prac-

have three different

bring their concerns

River Watershed Association,

was

tical

inter-

Residents are encouraged to

Advisory Committee, Oyster

it

the

s-'

library t'^.dmq.

of the Oyster River channel.

Land and Community Heritage

River

new

Work with landowners

Program.

Work with the Lamprey

Fferkins,

had selected the old S>enjam\n

the Durham library hasoc\atXon
stockholders completed the

agreement on January
1

900. Subsec^uently

Christmas vacat^\on

7:00 p.m.

1

3,

during

In

1

907 all

books were moved to the new

Hamilton Smith

library.

The consolidated Durham/

Historic District
BILL

SCHOONMAKER,

Commission

UNH

Library eventually

the Dimond Library upon comple-

Chairman
tion of the building

The

Commission experienced

a year of high energy. Intense
activity

saw

the approval of

several extremely worthwhile proj-

on the Mellon House followed
two open meetings, considerable
discussions with the

fire

ment, code

builders

officials,

and

architects, the

approvals, the

part of the year

thoughtful and considered dis-

first

damage

Richardson Tavern by
challenge to

to the

and a
the Commission's
fire

cussions by the
itself

0,

1

in

UNH

1

until

996. At that

955.
December

time, the

signed -n agree-

ment separating the town 's

library

Commission

from the

At the March

1

1,

1

por-

UNH

997

Town election, voters passed a

Following the repair work,

the Mellon

1

remained

it

tion of the library

owner, as well as

general

There

Town and

depart-

ects. In addition to

brought unfortunate

moved to

warrant

House has been

article

amending the

Charter by creating a ^oard of

decision regarding roof replace-

returned to productive use and

Ubrary Trustees and the

ment work on the Mellon House
damaged by fire in 1999. The decision rendered by the Commission

remains a

relocated to its current location

significant part of the

coatiaaed on next page.

In
.

the

Mill

Koad

library

Plaza.

.

Year

2000

Annual Report
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1

Historic District

Commission

contiaxted.

Damage to the
Richardson Tavern was minimal by

.

and compati-

developed a proto-type sign

Historic District.

aesthetically pleasing

ble appearance for a structure that

three entry points to the district

comparison and the necessary
repairs were properly initiated and
completed well before the end of

was both

is soliciting

the year.

ful

and deterioThe Commission and the

rating.

Town

look forward to the success-

The Mary Jane

Finally, the

reroof a portion of the house at

3 Smith Park Lane,

The Cheney East Corporation to
rebuild fire damaged parts of the
at

struct

a

Commission suggested

In the

coming

(the

would

like to:

Street through the

Hill area.

OTHER BUSINESS
Michael Lang, a

new

Church

to con-

fence along the south

edge of the upper parking

Daniel Webster

Life

Boy Scout Troop

successfully completed a two-loop
historic trail

through

lot,

Eagle Scout project.

Chittenden Bank/First Savings

Durham as his
WeU done and

Cutter Properties to replace roof-

and composite
Main Street,
ing

siding at

27

new

potting shed at

as a part of the current

Zoning Ordinance until the
ordinance is completed,

See

in
at

if

money

new

available through

the MainStreet Facade Improvein

The Commission completed an

Follow through with the comple-

ambitious re -write of the Historic

tion of the State of

District

in

the District connected with the

Ordinance section of the
draft

based on public comment and

NH work

reconstruction of the Route

108/Main Street intersection

is

about to forward the document to

(new sidewalks and lamp posts

14 Newmarket Road,

the Planning Board for review.

are being installed as this report

Welch and Stefany Shaheen
modest addition and repair
work at 17 Durham Point Road

In conjunction with

construct a

Craig
for a

Great Bay Kennel and Great

Animal

Clinic to

provide

Bay

new

signage.

is

In addition, the

community

Program, the Commission

being written),

See the formal initiation of the
marker/plaque program, and

volunteers from the MainStreet
is initiat-

continue outreach to the

ing a historical marker/plaque pro-

inhabitants

gram

well as to

for properties in the District.

In addition, the

Commission has

district's

and landowners as

all

residents of

Durham.

Commission

approved a Certificate for Approval
from Cutter Properties to renovate
the barn at 35 Main Street into

Of
1

historical interest...

934: The Durham/UNH water

1

960:

First

1

96

Professor

a public hearing as well as addi-

open meetings, represented
a significant opportunity to add a
dynamic use to the District. The
approved renovations represent an

tional

Town of Durham

reservoir on

the O'^eter River

constructed.

office space.

This application, reviewed through

32

Commission

the District,

Zoning Ordinance, revised the

Douglas and Pamela Worthen to

year, the

ment Program can be used

congratulations, Michael!
to replace existing freestanding

signage,

2001

See the newly configured
Ordinance endorsed by the
Planning Board for inclusion
a new Zoning Ordinance, or
least

Scout in the

the for-

at

Hall (District Court

Social Library)

and 19 Main Street
Red Tower) to facilitate the
State's effort to reconstruct Main

windows

Building).

GOALS FOR

(Durham

8 Main

Street,

The Community Church

overseeing the repair and

in

rehabilitation of

modifications to the exterior entry
steps at 6 Main Street

for:

Hall Trust to

Richardson Tavern

Works

mer Town

Commission approved Applications
Approval

applications

of a similar constructive type.

In the course of the year, the

for Certificates of

and encourage

Commission worked

the

Finally,

and

estimates.

with the Department of Public

completion of this worthwhile

project

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

underutilized

for the

1

:

town

Industrial
C.

Committee wae formed.

Floyd Jackson presented the town with three

acres on the Oyster River to be used as a town boat landing.
1

962: Restoration

of the shipyard on Old landing Road.

sion continues to need

Parks and Recreation Commission

ship, so

MIKE FAZDON, Temporary Chairman

WhUe

continuing to focus on

programs, the

existing

plan of the Parks and

Recreation Committee this year

was
to

to reset

its

objectives according

NH RSA 35b.

Working closely

with the Department of Public
Works and the Town Council, we
are beginning to take over the

by

duties described

out traditional

to carry

community

activities.

The Easter Egg Hunt, Memorial Day
Parade and Fourth of July, all of
which knit our citizens together are
provided by volunteers from our
dtizenry, Church community and
our town staff.

The

UNH

Outdoor

Pool continues to be a concern.
Discussions with the State

UNH

has produced

Darham
GUS HEDDEN,
year

Theby an

DES and

at least

one

Hill has been seeing increased use and as a result has experienced some erosion along the
shore line. A program of restoration

has begun under the supervision of
the Recreation and Conservation
Commissions orchestrated by the
Public

Works Department.

effort to

provide a

grams, the addition of

many new

books, and a gratifying number of
volunteer hours.

Some program

At the

Durham Day

our

picnic

we

The

will

able for use until later in 2001.

was developed and

Works Department at a considerable savings to the Town.
The Parks and Recreation CommisPublic

in part,

New Hampshire

by the

Humanities Council.

The

first

of several "Greatest

Generation" featuring Dave

Dupee, whose presentation was
combined with a weekly meet-

UNH

Outing Club.

is

looking

good thanks

sister

presented a pop-

ular demonstration of Ukrainian

April).

and volunteer Diana

www.nb.ultranet.com/~dplib. The

in the

fall

that

was

sponsored.

for

and

and
Durham.

further recreation

at for

we

will

be

the future are: the

Pump House

Residents are encouraged to

at

Pysankey Easter egg painting in
You can visit our website
library collection

at

was evaluated

continited

on next page.

.

call

with ideas and concerns or stop
by our monthly meeting.

THE NUMBERS

by the UNH Child
Study and Development Center
Talk series held

a necessary position in

engineered by Mike Lynch of the

mother and

A Mystery Book

is

order to maintain, secure funding

improvements to our existing park areas. Development of
playing fields and assessment of
current properties and their use.

not be avail-

ers Kristin Hopkins, Jess Terrizzi

Frost.

Director

full-time Recreation

friendly

Father Lawless Park have been

story times with volunteer read-

Story reading

Tovsm that a

the Landing for public use. User

restoration of the fields at

completed. They

will

be working toward convincing the

Restoration of the

to the efforts of Ray Biondi (whose

McCormick.

The Recreation Committee

Other projects that

ing Director of Public Works.

Our website

Elise

are thankful to

looking

Weekly, and often twice weekly,

and

Town

said

fairwells to Skip Grady, outgo-

ing of the

offerings included:

iinistrator.

leisure time activities in

Library Director

wide variety of public pro-

se contact the

interest,

Wagon

Public Library

2000 was marked

p.

member-

John Churchill
for his years of service on the committee and as chairman.

facility.

This project
future of the

you have an

Al

We

additional year of service for this

this statute.

Our volunteers continue

if

Dttrbam Public Library continued.

and

is

now

.

.

undergoing a complete

overhaul including weeding of out
-of-date

titles

materials for
fill

and purchase of new

replacement and to

num-

gaps. Processing the large

ber of donated books
Last year
titles

we added

is

and continued the

tion project that will

tem more

ongoing.

well over 1000
reclassifica-

make

the sys-

Other library activity includes

working with trustees

mine

to deter-

needs and

future space

rear-

accommo-

ranging the furniture to

date our growing collection.

user-friendly.

owes an enthu-

butions, the Library

Library Board of Trustees

siastic

JOHN ABER,

volunteers that keep the doors

Chairman

thank you to the team of

open, the books circulating and

DALE EICHORN, Treasurer
RUTH SCHONDELMEIER. Vice-Chairman
RUTH MOORE, Alternate
RONI PEKINS, Alternate
JOAN DRAPEAU
being
everything we
From
Board of Trustees
on
hear,

for

the

this Library is different

from

way

towns!

serving in this

in other

As in previous years, we have
worked with the Friends of the
Library and many individuals in
town to keep the Library funded
and functioning. Major strides have
been made to establish a permanent home. A new state law now
allows for the appointment of

alter-

nates to the Board. Ruth Moore and

Roni Pekins were appointed to

fill

these posts.

contribute so

ELISE DANIEL

tions

CAROL LINCOLN
BILL

Library Director

ANNE METCALF,
A

Library Assistant

$4,980 grant from the Greater

Piscataqua

of service each

smoothly,
efforts

r Nearly $7,500.00 from 100

The Town Council again provided

meetings to

Approximately $400 from
porate

which every

dollar raised

in

cash

was matched by the
town. We have met the Council
donations

challenge for the third consecutive

A

donation from Ruth and

Harold Schondehneier of stock
valued

A

at

over $11,000.

$5,000 donation from the

Friends of the
Library.
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Durham

have:

test

opinion on

dif-

ferent Library concepts.
cor-

Visited 10 other libraries to

and community sources.

assess

facilities

and learn about

the building process.
gift from Jim
and Mary Walsh was made. Over
200 boxes of books and more than
30 boxes of records were donated

Another very generous

will

f.

Library

and

meetings and

Book

visits,

and

ing a concept for the

outlin-

new

build-

ing (available at the Library).

Applied for and received a grant

to supply the tables

forthe annual

Produced a second report summarizing the results of these

be used both to enrich the

from the Great Piscataqua
Community Foundation to sup-

Sale.

port professional analysis of

The Spring Book Sale and Autumn
Tag Sale were both very successful
due to the efforts of Laurie
Hochgraf and the Friends group.
Proceeds from both contributed to
the Friends donation to the Library.

year through:

we

Held a series of focus group

Annual Appeal mailing.

the Library with base funding plus

a $30,000 challenge grant, by

toward a permanent home.

response to the

Yankee Magazine, and other

this year.

now functioning
we have increased our

In the last year
in

month

With the Library

Community

Foundation.

donors

to daily opera-

WORKING TOWARD A
PERMANENT HOME

to the Friends group. This collection

FUND-RAISING & FRIENDS

much

special projects. This

group provide more than 100 hours

SCHOONMAKER

GUS HEDDEN,

and

potential library sites.
IE

Talked with several potential
property donors.

GOALS FOR

2001

The Board's major goal

this

The Friends also published a terrific
200 1 calendar filled with historical

to

pictures of Durhann, including a

architectural plan for the

great shot of "Lottie"

long-time

Durham

Thompson,

librarian.

Public

ing.

is

new

build-

We hope for construction in
We alll need to work togeth-

2002.

er over the next year to
In addition to these financial contri-

year

determin the location of a permanent home and to develop an

this

important step.

complete

and Spiders of
North America was published. The
young swans were as large as their
parents in late August. Through
September and October they startGuide

Swan Report
MARGERY MILNE. Swan Keeper

When

male swan disappeared at the end of the
'99

the

summer

leaving his

mate and youngsters, everyone was
sad and wondered what happened.
We never found out, but we knew
the baby swans (cygnets) had
matured and were off on their own.

In early

May

12 baby mallard

ducks appeared

to

be chased by

when the pink
dogwood flowers deco-

swans. Mid May,

and white

rated the trees, the birds

were

seemed a

miracle at

On March 1 the swans returned
home to Mill Pond. On March 20,
tree frogs

sang

their

abundant including many warblers,
flycatchers and kingbirds. The
cygnets appeared and rode on lady

started a

huge

mud

nest near the

old beaver house within good view
of the shore. Keeping the swans

company were wood ducks, com-

mon

merganser ducks and mallards. Ring necked ducks joined in

April

About 14 wild turkeys decided

youth. The black

orange

until late

to

warm

the family returned.

Mill

We

watched the two young swans
grow from puffs to awkward adolescents to more the size of their parents. The dragonflies decorated the
pond edges with their colorful wings
along with the lesser damsel

flies.

They appeared just when the
printing of the

new

Milne

the

most of the
time with watchful parents. They
kept flying around the pond and
learned to fly to Great Bay as reported seen by Johonet Carpenter
outside her home. The freezing
over of fresh water at Mill Pond
indicated departure time. But on

Pond as have, at other
Canada Geese. But the
the
times,
swans were not friendly with them
and soon they were gone.
from

did not turn

bill

November and

join the senior housing land across

18"'

Audubon

The Dttrham Swans. Ray Matheson

as well as the great blue heron.

On

the way.

welcome cheer

and salamanders nearby joined in.
It was their mating season. So it
was also with our swans. They

ed growing white feathers to
replace the gray ones of their

family stayed together

swan's back while lord swan led

end of
February '00 to look skyward and
see a pair of swans flying over Mill
Pond and then watch them land in
some open water.
It

to Insects

that

days

all

when

the ice melted

They

will

do

winter season and never

fly

swans in a
reunion at Great Bay. So keep
watching and enjoy the birds that
visit as we do not have many as
we once did.
south, but join other

Hopefully

Durham

will finance the

Pond so what

cleaning out of Mill
wildlife

remains

will

continue to

provide pleasure to the townspeople.

Water

is vital

to

life.

photo

25 the woodcocks could

be seen courting and

calling in the

nearby woods where owls could

be heard from the trees near
of swallows were
active and resting on wires near
Mill Pond. Most remarkable was a
swan flight that followed me from

also

UNH. Hundreds

Pond

the Mill

As

my

I

if

UNH

Library.

window

with

companion and others from

the faculty

the

to the

looked out of the

room on

swans were

they

the top

floor,

flying outside as

knew we were there and
to join in. It was a magic

wanted

moment and
just as

others with

me were

amazed.
Year

2000
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'

1

General Government

Of

Historical Interest;

Planning Board

Department

Police

Durham appointed
i^lice Chief, Louis

August

1

925

ALEX AUTY, Chairman
its first

PBourgoin.

in

who served both

the town and the University of

another busy and challeng-

Ining year, the Board's major

at town meetings and to serve

accomplishment was the
completion of the Master Plan in
September of this year. The recently approved Master Plan is
a comprehensive update of the

as a truant

town's prior plans. The goal of

New

Hampshire.

Durham

Until

that time

paid epec\a\ police offi-

cers email stipends to keep order

officers.

Other

Follce

Chief e to follow were Benjamin J.

Thomas,
rent

i%ul W.

Chief,

The

Gowen and

cur-

police

department

for

was

Durham's

to create a guide

future

growth con-

with the desires and
needs of the community. This
sistent

David Kurz.

not have a headc^uarters

the update

did
until

18-month process involved over
75 volunteers participating in
subcommittees, public work-

shops and numerous public hearwhere the issues enjoyed vigorous debate. This was a huge
undertaking and would not have
been possible without the hard
ings

work of the many volunteers who
served on the Steering Committee
and subcommittees. We are espedally grateful for the guidance of

Ray

Committee
and the former Town
Planner, Duane Hyde, who provided expert guidance and unwaverBelles, the Steering

Chair,

ing dedication to this task.

The Board has

also reviewed a

variety of applications, a

summary

of which appears below. As
always, the role of the Board

is

to

ensure that all development conforms to the town's land-use laws

and

regulations. Reasonable people
can have legitimate differences as
to the interpretation of the laws

and

regulations. Discussion

and

debate by and among Board members and interested parties provide
a positive framework to ensure

sound planning

One

decisions.

of the most controversial

applications that

came

before the

The Darham DUtrtct Coort Honse boUdlng,
which formerlY honsed the Town Offices and
the Police Department.

Durham
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Historic Association

Photo counesy of the

APPLICATION APPROVALS COMPARISON 1995
APPUCMION TYPE

Subdivision
Site

Review/Conditional Use

Boundary

Line Adjustment/

Subdivision Modification

2000

-

2000

Planning and Community Development
JOHN HARWOOD,

Interim Planner Planning

Community
TheDevelopmentandDepartment
Planning

experienced some

changes
this,

in

staff

the year 2000. Despite

we were

able to complete sev-

eral large long-standing projects.

In

February

Dawn

Planning, Zoning

Mitchell the

the

and Community Development

town

is

development

Durham

Police Department to work as an
Office Assistant. We were very fortunate to find Karen Edwards as
her replacement. Karen had filled in
for a few weeks for Dawn in 1999,
and as a result, was able to "hit the
ground running". We welcome
Karen's keen abilities to our team.

Duane

remains a Durham resident, and
we all wish him well in his new
position as a

Land Protection
New Hampshire

The major accomplishment of
2000 was the completion of the

Office of the Nature Conservancy.

"Master Plan 2000"

Upon Duane 's

departure the

Planning Commission (SRPC) for
part-time planning services for a few

months

until

a

new

planning direc-

be found. John Harwood,
AICP SRPC's Senior Land Use
Planner, began as the Interim
tor could

Planning Director

Due to the
Tovm has had

in July.

market the

a

Duane Hyde, the Director
Community

Interim Planner at this writing.

difficult

time

the position,

filling

and John continues

to serve as the

for the past

3 years.

Duane was a tremendous asset to
the community and was responsiment

many

important improve-

his tenure. His

open

Town during
door was always

projects in the

to

every town resident and

developer,

and

his dedication to

We were

also fortunate to have an

excellent student intem, Laura
Scott, for the spring

and summer of

E Continued to work with the
SRPC, Wagon Track Advisory
Committee and Bob Levesque,
Durham Town Engineer, on the
proposed Wagon Track Bike
Trail. The Memorandum of
Understanding and Agreement
between Durham and Madbury
and an Agreement between
Durham and the NH DOT were
approved by the Town Council

2000. Laura worked on several
projects and was indispensable in
making the final edits to the Master

August Laura accepted a
position with the Central New

Plan. In

— approved

by the Planning Board in Sept.
Over 75 volunteers served on the
committees completing Durham's
most comprehensive Master Plan
to date. Their dedication and hard
work is appreciated.

Town

of Planning and

ble for

.1

contracted with Strafford Regional

much regret and sadTown accepted the resig-

In June, with

Development

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

Specialist with the

tight labor

nation of

has occurred

that

over the past 3 years.

Hampshire Regional Planning
Commission in Concord.

and Assessing

Secretary transferred to the

ness, the

reflected in the quality

as well as the

final

design pro-

posal. Construction should begin
in

the Spring of 2001.

r Worked with the SRPC consultant and the advisory committee
on the completion of the Rte. 4
Safety Study

r

Town
SRPC
Maps

—accepted by the

Council on Sept. 25, 2000.
digitized the

as part of a

Town's Tax

town geo-

graphical information system.

Contracted with

SRPC

to begin

the revision of the Town's

Zoning Ordinance and Land Use
Regulations.

Secured $10,000

Back

Row

(l-r):

in

conjunction

William Edney, Zoning and

Code Enforcement

Officer;

John Harwood,

Interim Director of Planning & Conuntmltv
Development. Front row (l-r): Donna Langley,
Assessor; Karen Edwards, Secretary
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update of the fees

the Town's Zoning Ordinance

Town's Zoning Ordinance and
land use regulations to include

and Land Use Regulations.

the recommendations of the

Dept. services.

Completed survey of area com-

Master Plan.

Work with SRPC and

with

SRPC toward

the rewrite of

munities regarding fees for
Planning

& Code

M

Enforcement.

Actively seek grants to off- set

Town

costs for

Master Plan.

fied in the

2001

GOALS

projects as identi-

Begin construction of the Wagon

Town

Hire a permanent

Planner.

Begin the rewrite process of the

Track Bike

Trail project.

Propose to the Town Council an

Planning

for

and Community Development

implement

its

NH DOT to

recommendations

of the Route 4 Safety Study.

Work with theDurham Business
Park developer and NH DOT on
a safe and reasonable access
from Route 4 to the property.

2001

Supervisors of the Checklist

GOALS FOR

ANN R. LEMMON,

m The major challenge of 2001

Chairman

be the state-mandated
purge of the checklist, which is
required every ten years. Due

will

ELISABETH

REBECCA

B.

MAURICE
WORCESTER

volunteers included Leta Flather,

V.

Mary Beth

Gillespie,

Raymond

Matheson, Lisa Maurice, Sara

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
2000 has

certainly

Norberg, Dorothy Pierce, Joyce

been "The

Year of the Election"! In

New

fact,

Hampshire has had

elections this year.
state's

Due

same-day voter

four

to the
registra-

tion at the polls, the activity at

the Presidential Primary in Feb-

ruary and the General Election
in

November

far

Ann Shump, Kathleen
Margaret Sumner, Anne

Sheffield,

exceeded

all

advance estimates of registration
in Durham. For both events, we

Sparr,

Valenza, Joan Weeks, Rebecca

to the continuing turnover in

student population,

2001
be a
major clean-up of the list. At the
end of 2000 there are over

7000 names on the

Durham

special

word of thanks goes

to the staff in the
office for their

tance

in

many

Town

Clerk's

on-going assis-

ways.

We

have

been particularly fortunate to
have had Lorrie Pitt working
with us at the polls on Primary
and Election days.

to

will

Lawrence

A

conduct

two

three years, but

Worcester and Elizabeth and
Zeis.

we

a "mini-purge" every

voters.

list

Many

of

of these

have undoubtedly left the town,
either through a normal move

from UNH. By
and removing those

or departure
identifying

we

who no

longer

hope

reduce the checklist to

a

to

live here,

more manageable

size.

recruited volunteers, held train-

ing sessions,
qualified,

voters

and produced well

temporary

registrars of

who were sworn

the day as Deputy

Town

in for

Clerks.

In the February primary, 11 00

people were registered as

new

and 1700 registered on
Election Day in November.

voters,

Without the very able assistance
of the volunteer registrars

we

would have been unable to handle the tremendous volume. Our
Donna Hamel, Asslstsmt <o the Town
Qerk/Tax Conector; linda Ekdahl, Town
Qerk/Tax Collector: Lorrle Pitt, Depnty Town
Qerk/Tax CoUeclor
(I-r):

Year

2000
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Tax Collector
LINDA

L.

EKDAHL, Town

Clerk/Tax Collector

FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2000
2000

Uncollected Taxes as of January

1,

TAX LIEN REPORT
Fiscal Year Ending

December

Balance of Unredeemed Liens

31,

(as of 1/1/00)

Tax liens Executed During Year
Interest

&

2000

Costs After Lien

Overpayments Made During Year

1999

1989

the ability to include photographs

Town Assessor
DONNA LANGLEY,

on assessment

Assessor

2001

GOALS FOR

The

assessor's office

revaluation and an assessment

is

update

equitable assessments,

revaluation

which distribute the Town's tax burden in accordance with state
statutes. Assessments are based
on fair market value of property
and are applied in a fair, equitable
and consistent manner.

is

all

residential construction

able valuation

Town wide

(commonly

tax-

market analysis
conducted, and assessments are
updated; During an assessment

from

$349,183,492 to $361,456,773.
Of this $12,273,281 increase, the
commercial/industrial portion of
the tax base increased

by

full

Tax exemptions decreased by
$32,510.

Town has

not

(Computer
Assisted Mass Appraisal) system
with our GIS system.

last full

revalua-

was in 1988 and last assessment update was in 1993.
tion

For information and assistance
regarding assessments, tax
tions, tax credits,

map and legal ownership
information, you may contact the
tax

For information regarding our 1996
- 2000 valuation and tax history,

ting,

breakdown of the Town,
School District and County tax rates,
please refer to the Budget and

Assessing Office via telephone:

including a

Town

Report.

While

I

we

are

understand that

all

burdened by ever increasing property taxes in New Hampshire,
some tax relief may be available
action;

Exemptions/Tax Credits

for

603-868-8065, e-mail:

assessing@ci.dwham.nh.us or
us

the

at

Town

Town
LINDA
Town

abled and Physically Handicapped;

Fiscal Year

based on the 1993
market, which is 70% - 75% of the
current market. Therefore, from a

Exemptions for Solar Energy
Systems; Tax Deferrals for Elderly
and Disabled; Property Tax
Hardship Relief; Current Use
assessments; and Abatement

December

our assessments have approxi-

mately increased in the range of
$16,400,000 - 17.500,000.

Ending

31,

full

revaluations

and

assessment updates are necessary
to maintain property tax equity.

Different property classes increase

or decrease in value at different

an assessment update or
revaluation has not occurred

rates. If
full

for several years, inequity in

assessments

may

result.

difference

between a

full

$765,810.50

AppUcations

2,634.00

Municipal Agent Fees

13,492.50

Title

requests. Please don't hesitate to

contact

me

for

more

information.

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Durham's tax maps have been
digitized and a portion of the
assessing database can be
accessed through the

Marriage Licenses

now being generatTown GIS system.
The Assessor's office now has

Tax maps are

Copies

1.755.00

1.128.00

U.C.C. Recordings

824.75

U.C.C. Temiinations

150.00

Dog

4,804.50

Licenses

264.50

Miscellaneous

Town CIS

system.

ed through the

The

2000

Auto Registrations

Vital Statistics

Regular

Clerk

EKDAHL,

L.

1993, our $12,273,281 valuation

current market value perspective

visit

Office.

Clerk/Tax Collector

the Blind, Elderly, 'Veterans', Dis-

is

exemp-

abatement

requests. Current Use, timber cut-

had an assessment update since
increase

CAMA

Integrate our

followed by an update of assess-

through the following courses of

Moreover, since the

terminal for the lobby.

inspection occurs,

assessment increased by approximately $10,774,071, the utility
assessment remained the same.

Create a customer workstation

E.

only a market analysis conducted

Finance section of this

$1,466,700, while residential

full

is

referred

to as the tax base) increased

a 2002

revaluation.

cally inspected, a

update, no

for

full

properties are physi-

ments. Durham's
continues to thrive.

Seek approval

k

as follows: During a

responsible for ensuring

Durham's

records.

$790,863.75

Total

Autos Registered

6,332

725

Dogs Licensed

Year

2000
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since 1978 and

Tree Warden
MICHJREL LYNCH,

State of

Tree Warden

New

A select tree

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
e 24 dead or hazardous trees were

removed from Town property

or

right-of-ways.

The Tree Warden continued

Town

in the

Hampshire.
cut,

under the

Grant. This Grant allowed the

supervision of the Trustees of

Town

the Trust Funds,

to

purchase and plant

Deciduous trees
Lawless playing

at the
fields

Landing Park.

Durham has

administer the Small Business

award.

Administration Tree Planting

been awarded Tree

at the

Father

successfully
City

Doe Farm

was completed
to

remaining healthy

and Old

The Town was honored with its
22nd consecutive Tree City USA

to

the longest

is

running Tree City

enhance the

trees.

m The Tree Warden also worked
with Public Service of NH and
Verizon on several maintenance
trimming projects throughout

USA

the town.

Zoning and Code Enforcement Officer
WILLIAM EDNEY, Zoning and Code Enforcement

OfBcer

Durham

Health

The

year 2000

was a very

suc-

We

have had a
full-time staff available and on-hand
since November 1999, which
allowed us

improve

to

service

all

Beginning January 2001 our

mary

focus and goal

work

closely with other Departments,

areas greatly throughout the year.

tion to re-draft the

is

Ordinance.

for the

year 2000.

list

to

pri-

Land Use Boards and Administra-

Below

a

is

of accomplishments

Durham Zoning
The Durham Master

CONSTRUCTION PERMTTS PROCESSED..

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

Building Permits

Streamlined the permitting

Plan has identified

many

and
be

goals

objectives wliich will need to

Richard Blakemore.

cessful year for the Zoning

Department.

Officer, Dr.

reflected in the Zoning Ordinance.

Although a

significant undertaking,

once complete we hope to have a
clear and readily understandable
set of documents guiding us
through the coming years.

.2000

1999

143

159

.

.1998

163

Building Permits Denied

4

Building Permits Withdrawn

4

2

5

Demolition Permits

4

2

1

Septic Permits/test Pits

57

47

53

Hectric Pennits

114

106

Plumbing/Mechanical Permits

65

92

60

391

.408.

.391

5

process through the use of computerization

and

specialization.

Record keeping and data collection have innproved as a result.

Worked

Building Permits

on Hold

closely with the Fire

Department and numerous property owners to ensure Life Safety
Standards have been met

campus,

rental

housing

for off-

units.

are pleased at the posith/e,

proactive response

we

Total Permits

have

received toward this goal.

Expanded

We

.,104

the department to

Value of Building
Permits given

$13.141.300

$13.898.280

$11,301,755

$57.956

$59,335

$49,555

include the responsibilities of

Community Health with

the

August 2000 departure of
42
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Fees Collected
for aU Permits

Zoning Board of Adjustment
WILLIAM DRAPEAU, Chairman

During 2000 the Durham
Zoning Board of

2000 ZONING BOARD
OF ADJUSTMENT

Adjustment met 13 times.
twenty applications
were
There

BREAKDOWN

before the Board.

OF HEARINGS

Variances: There were four
Variance

4

were approved and one was postponed until the January 200 1 ZBA

Special Exception

7

meeting.

Administrative Appeal

2

Equitable Waiver

3

Re-Hearing Request

4

requests for variances. Three

Motion
cants,

for Rehearing:

whose

were denied,
rehearing.

Four

appli-

original requests
filed

Two

motions

for

of the motions

were denied, one

20

Total

was withdrawn

and one was granted and a rehearing

was

held.

Legislature in

Requests for Equitable Waiver of
Dimensional Control: This provision

was

created by the

NH

BREAKDOWN OF BUILDING PERMITS

New

Single Family

New

Multi-Family Units

situations

1996

where a good

was made

in the citing

2000

.

.1999

49

12

8

Additions, Renovations

86

93

Commercial

12

15

Demolition

4

2

Hold/Renewals

1

1

Swimming

5

4

(New & RenovaUons)

Pools

OTHER PERMTTS

faith error

of a building

or other dimensional layout issue.

17

House

to address the

.

.1998

..43
.

...0

.105
...8

.

...1

.

...1

.

...7

1
Public

Of

Historical interest:

the early

in

service

was

in

1

900^

fire

When the

run to a shed on

rear of

trailer with

alarm
would

Hall which

reel,

a hand drawn

D.

AHEAKN,

President

MAEY C.

DAVIS, Manager

SUSAN

BRUNS.

of which would be hauled by

hand to the

vicinity

of the

later years the

chemical tub

was

fire.

hand drawn

replaced with a

Keo chemical truck and an
International truck

old

was converted

to a ladder truck by the Service

LYNN GENTILE, SecretaiY
JENNY MOULTON, Treasurer

Administrative

THEODORE

Vice President
Training Coordinator

Dtirham Ambulance
TheCorps
(DAC)

Madbury and

Durham,

UNH

in

Lee,

memory

decrease from our 1 999
964 calls. 337 calls
(36.08%) were located in Durham,
251 calls (26.87%) in Lee, 67 caUs
(7.17%) in Madbury, 205 calls
(21.95%) on the UNH campus and
74 calls (7.92%) were mutual aid
of

total

4-hour emergency ambulance service to

KEITH, Operations

Vice President

thirty call

provides

of

George G. McGregor. The
Corps is a private, non-profit, volunteer service funded by patient
billing, appropriations from communities and donations.
Dr.

2000 the Durham Ambulance
Corps responded to 934 calls, a

In

Department of the University.
Now the fire department is

I.

RACHEL MONIZ,

a few ladders stacked

and a hand drawn chemical

all

In

fire

inclined

campus at the

Thompson

housed a hose

it,

PATKICK

the Town of Durham

organization.

on

the

entirely voluntary with little

sounded anyone so

tub

Durham Ambulance Corps

Pepartment

Fvre

Safety

in other

DAC

towns.

volunteers are local residents,

UNH

students, faculty,

and

staff.

We welcome community members
who are interested in the Corps to
ride

with us and learn

more about

our service. Scholarship funding

EMT

for

training is offered to qualified

permanent area

YEAR

residents.

2000

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1;

The DAC kitchen has been renovated to make it more space efficient, and allow appropriate storage for rehabilitation supplies.

r Corps members continue

to

work with community leaders

44
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ladder track, shovn outside of
UNH campus. Photo cour-

Durham's

first

MnrMand

Hall on the

tesy of the

to

Durham

Historic Association.

eo^ulpped with

state of the art

apparatus

fire

including

foot Emergency One

a

W

]

aerial lad-

der.
In

April

927

1

thirteen

mem-

bers of the community "recognized the necessity for a prop-

volume,

meet increased

call

etc.

Corps funds, including the

i:

in higher interest yield

so

that

and

maximum

Members

li

placed

in service in

May.

it

was

A

$16,000 grant from Wentworth
Douglass Hospital was secured
to fund a portion of the

$120,000

cost.

The Corps'

was

the

successful yet, with over

department

purchase of

Research options
capabilities of

for

automated

and

vital

James

exter-

fire

condl-

tions at the University and the

Town " Issues were discussed
.

and ideas put

a great deal of thanks to
citizens

Fire

Chamberlin and Chief

ters pertaining to

Lewis,

and

926 UNH

Nash of the Dover Fire
Department to "discuss mat-

2001 or 2002.

the communities

1

Carroll

FMT-

signs monitoring, for
in

2,

Committee, Durham selectman,

advanced providers,

purchase

orq^an\7.ed fire

Durham.

meeting with the University

manual defibrillation,
cardiac pacing and 12 -lead
for

was

President Edward Lewis called a

Basics,

EKG

in

On February

new

nal defibrillation (AED) for

We owe

biennial fund drive,

started in 1999,

the beginning of an

advanced cardiac monitor with

received training to

operate the vehicle, and

for the

of such a department!' This

non-expendable equipment,
and the DAC Building Fund.

safety, liquidity,

The 2000 ambulance was delivered on time and under budget.

b:

Fund,

accounts

return are achieved.

and aqreed "to become members

a Conduct a biennial fund drive
in late 2001 to raise money
for the McGregor Memorial

McGregor Memorial Fund and the
Building Fund, have been placed

department for

the University and the Town"

Route 4 and Madbury Rd.

plans for future Corps housing,

planning to

erly drilled fire

Bghts at the intersection of

plan for the future, including

of

in

place.

Mr

stated that the

University would

pay one-half

the cost of the

fire

depart-

most
$20,000

Cotttinaed on next page.

.

.

Continued on next paqe.

being raised.

GOALS FOR

2001

Continue to work with Durham,

and University of
Hampshire officials to plan
for future Corps housing and
meeting the future EMS needs of

Lee, Madbury,

New

the communities.
I

Improve the safety of DAC Crews,
patients, and the general public by
installing

an Opticom

traffic

signal

preempting device in the trafBc
Dtuham's present day ladder track Is a 1997
E-One, 110' aerial ladder track, porchased by
the town In 1998.
Year

2000

Annual Report

.

Department History continued.

Fire

merit and

was

it

left up

.

.

to the

selectman of Durham to get
the Town to pay

share at

its

the next town meeting. This

ment between the Town and the
pay

for an organized volunteer

fire

department.

A

Durham,
for their

significant step forward

was taken when the first fulltime firefighter was hired. On
May 7, 934, Mr Ralph Manning

continued.

Lee, Madbury, and

.

.

LNH

continued support, and

would

like to

thank

unteers for their

all

many

the

DAC

vol-

hours of

especiaUy for her generous

dedicated service that have enabled

response to our fund

us

We would

meeting lead to the first agreeUniversity to establish and

DurAam Ambttlance Corps

Durham,

raising efforts.

also like to thank the

Lee,

and Madbury

Departments, the

Fire

Durham-UNH

Communications Center, and the
Durham, UNH, Lee, and Madbury
Police Departments, and
Wentworth Douglass Hospital for
their support. Most of all, we

to

provide state of the

art

nities for

over 30 years.

emer-

commu-

gency medical care to the

We

look

forward to serving our communities for

many more

years.

Operating the McGregor Memorial

Ambulance since 1968 in memory
ofDr George G. McGregor.

1

became the

first

permanent

employee of the Durham/UNH
Fire

Department.

5econd
hired.

In

942

1

a

Fire

RONALD OKEEFE,

Although the

employees rotated working
twenty-four hours per day with
in

Fire Chief

was

full-time firefighter

These two permanent

one day off

Department

seven. Presently,

overall

number

In this era of light-weight construc-

and

plastic furnishings, fires

of responses has decreased

tion

since last year, your

burn hotter and

department dealt with

fire

eight signifi-

drafts

and

more

faster with

back

building collapse occurfrequently.

We

face these

cant incidents this year, including

ring

challenges without asking for praise

who work a rotating schedule of
two ten hour days and two

and chemical carrying
tanker rollovers on Route 4 and a
frve-alarm fire at Mike Libby's Bar
and Grill. Our personnel are the
backbone of the department and
the commitment each makes to

fourteen hour nights with four

this

days off providing fire, rescue
and emergency medical services
to the community twenty-four

their dedication in all types

the

department

fire

is

staffed

with twenty-six full-time

employees. Shifts consist of a

Captain and four Firefighters

hours a day seven days a week.

The

Fire

located

Department has been
eeveral areae

in

throughout the
including

UNH campus

Thompson

DeMeritt

Hall

Barns. For

Hall,

and the

many years

station was located

in

old Dairy

the

fire

the

northern end of the Service
Building until
fire

the weight of the

apparatus became too

great for the structure.

In

9&5, the Fire Department
moved to its present location at
1

the southern end of the service
building,

vehicle
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formerly the University's

maintenance

Town of Durham

i^ara^e.

gasoline

department

emergencies.

a testimony to
of

We do

are firefighters

the public.

this

sworn

because

to protect

The members who have

earned the respect of their peers

and exemplify the standards we
adhere to are chosen and recognized annually at our awards banquet. This year the Fire Officer of

AdmlnistraUon: (I-r) Deborah Qolsombing, Administrative Assistant; Ronald CKeefe,
Michael Blake. Assistant Chief.

Fire Dept.
Chief:

is

or recognition.

we

the Year

is

Firefighter Jeffrey Furlong

Captain Hubert

pleted service training for main-

Matheny- The Firefighter of the Year
is

David Emanuel and

tenance of E-One Aerial Ladders

Call

Firefighter of the Year is Paul

!•

of our long-term goals

is

to

am proud
men and women of

to say that the

Durham

the

Fire

this

We

through training

drills,

practical education,

and development of new

cies.

Seventy- five percent of our

and

all

members

continue to seek training so

may

poli-

already hold higher edu-

cation degrees

K

we

Firefighter

continue to embrace the com-

munity concept of public service.
Scheduled among the emergency
responses, training
duties

Glenn

Miller
II

including day care

inspections and

pleted this year are:

achieved Firefighter Level

II

Stevens

achieved Firefighter Level

I,

11

training

P Call Firefighter Russell Smith

became an Emergency Medical

m Captain Hubert Matheny
ed the

attend-

Department
Conference

Fire

Instructor's

E Captain Richard

Miller

attended

the National Fire Academy's

Course

in Fire Service

Communications
Captain

ed

Thomas Stano complet-

"Train-the-Trainer" courses for

HazMat Technician Level
Operations and Terrorism
Weapons of Mass Destruction
Operations
Fire

Marshal Mark Tetreault

attended the National Fire

Academy's Course

in Fire/Arson

Investigation
Firefighter

Lawrence Best suc-

cessfully

completed Rescue

Systems

1

and

Firefighter

Survival courses
Firefighter

David Emanuel

achieved Fire Officer level training

to the

We were

Durham

serving holiday

dinners to seniors on Saint Patrick's

We were proud
one of our thermal imaging cameras at Spring Fling, purchased with your generous contributions and the efforts of the
Durham MainStreet program. Our
Christmas.

to display

members enjoyed meeting
you and
at

DEPARTMENT INCIDENTS 2000

with

displaying our apparatus

Durham

Technician

FIRE

them with

Day and

training
Call Firefighter Paul

assist

ices to you.

courses

chimney

fire drills.

respond

to

events,

visits, station

tours, block parties,

provide the best level of serv-

Some of the training
our members have com-

s are

special proj

many community-based

achieved

and HazMat

c Call Firefighter Sarah Venable

and Career

and

daily

dri"

Police Department's invitation to

Operations training

c

We

happy

Firefighter Level

and

tions

Jason Best successfulcompleted Rescue Systems 1

training

class-

continual evaluation of our opera-

members

trained

Firefighter
ly

Department are

this task.

room and

r

1

do not accept
complacency or mediocrity. Our
goal remains to improve upon our
abilities each and every year. We do
equal to

Marcoux

in

raise the bar for the standards our

members must meet.

Firefighter Paul

Managing Company Tactical
Operations and Highway
Emergency Response

Stevens. Congratulations!

One

com-

Day,

UNH Homecom-

continaed on next page.

.

.

Fire Department continued.
ing,

.

.

Hired Steve Auger

Oyster River High School

Homecoming and Light Up Durham.
On behalf of the members of the
Durham Fire Department, would
I

you for the continued support you give to us. I am
honored to be a member of this
organization and to serve you as
like to

thank

of

all

Fire Chief

as probationary

&

Paul Stevens

GOALS FOR
I.

Overhauled our Standard
Operating Procedure books

K.

Initiated a

2001

firefighters

Pre Incident Planrung

process and pre-planned 13

Complete the Durham/UNH
assessment plan

Continue pre-planning buildings

and incorporate these

new

into the

dispatch center software

buildings

Complete the evaluation of propConducted a mutual aid
water supply

drill

in the

rural

erty

Deer

numbers

within the

com-

munity

Point area

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Conducted High Rise
fire

Took delivery of and placed
2000 American

into

structural

training

Sponsored a municipal grant

FIRE DEPARTMENT
ACTIVITIES 2000
244

Fire Safety Inspections

UNH

service a

writing class at the

LaFrance Eagle pumper

Memorial Union Building

commercial, home, daycare,

Conducted a department wide

Developed and administered an
8 hour fire safety awareness edu-

and chimney and woodstove

Confined Space Entry

Purchased and placed
ice a Technical

Purchased

all

vehicle for a

drill

Trailer

Purchased a 2000 Dodge van

forestry unit

Refurbished Engine 4's

system and

electrical

pump

Coordinated the process and

inspections

Permits Issued/Approved

cation

components and

new

Including: multiple occupancy,

program

into serv-

Rescue

risk

for

the Fire Prevention Division

Completed the draft Durham
Department Strategic plan

Fire

Blasting

19

Burning

169
2

Fireworks Display
Install/operate fire alarm

19

system

E Developed organizational directives for the emergency opera-

2

InstaU (LPG) tank
Install oil

3

burner

hired Michael Hoisington as our

tions center

new

Continued evaluating property

Open flame

numbers within the community

of assembly

exam and promoted Mark

Conducted a department wide

Operate place of assembly

Tetreault to Fire Marshal

water/ice rescue

Remove underground

Fire Inspector

Coordinated the promotional

Install fire sprinkler

drill

fuel storage

9

system

in place

2
36
3

tank

2

Pyrotechnics
Fire Safety Education
Including:

fire drills, fire

er classes, other

64
extinguish-

programs (public

school programs, dormitory and

Greek system programs, station
tours, etc.)

Training Hours

5,186

Miscellaneous

Major

fire

investigations

Special event coverage

4

88

flrefighten pose with one of two
thermal Imaging cameras purchased with funds
raised by the Durham Malnstreet Program's
"Cat Through the Smoke" Campaign. Standing

Darham

Tom Stano, Cpt. Rick MUler, FF Jason
FF Jeff Furlong, FF Dick Stevens, Cpt.
Mike Hoffman. Kneeling (1-r): FF Brian Murray
and FF Jim Davis (holding the camera).
(I-r):

Best.
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Cpt.

Prepare the

Durham

Department

for a future

Formalize

Fire

evaluation
for

emergen-

cies related to the high

scheduled to

rail line

April

station design

"

speed

Town

Assist the

in recognizing

the importance of

emergency

management

E Conduct rapid intervention team
t

training

and pre-plan

Train

fire

criteria

Insurance Service Organization

I

new

Hire

two new

firefighters

from Dnrham and sturoandlng commnnltles drench the remaining embers after a
alarm blaze that burned throtigh Libby's Bar & GrtH on May 27, 2000.

Firefighters

stx-

arrive in

2001

Conduct a mass casualty

drill

Formalize the specifications and
solicit

bids for a

Conduct an open house
fire

K

rescue

2002

truck for
i.

new

at

the

department

Install

a storage deck in the

apparatus area
Maintain the voluntary fitness

program while applying for
grants to initiate a mandatory
program

Bureau or your local Fire
Department to request a brochure
to assist you in assessing fire safety
around your home and woodlands.

Protection

Fire

Warden

RONALD

P.

O'KEEFE. Forest Fte Warden

are 2,200 Forest Fire
There
Wardens and Deputy Forest

Wardens throughout the
state. Each town has a Forest Fire
Warden and several Deputy
Wardens who assist the Forest
Fire

Rangers with forest

fire

-

Durham

adequate green space around them
and making sure that houses are
properly identified with street

2000 FIRE STATISTICS

towers being the first
fires. These fires

over 135

were quickly and accurately
their

local fire

prompt and

report-

department

for

effective suppres-

sion efforts. Wildland

fires

Homeowners can help
homes by maintaining

of fires

•«»-.»«»<»»-••.

2000)
ACRES

^

burned

41

Coos

30

20
4

Grafton

16

7

Hillsborough

118

40

Merrimack

92
49
58

24

12

2

TOTAL

TOTAL
ACRES

Rockingham
Strafford

Sullivan

"

"""

10

16
13

FIRES

in areas

firefighters.

10.

Cheshire

occurring

where homes are situated
in the woodlands are a serious
concern for both landowners and

November

CarroU

below average. Despite this, the
network of fire towers and detection patrols were still quite busy

ed to the

(AU Fires Reported thru

FIRES!

13

Belknap

fire

AMY outside
REMEMBER ONLY YOU

54
46

ment. The number of fires reported
during the 2000 fire season was

to report

burning!

NUMBER
coLmry

depart-

fire

ment before doing

CAN PREVENT FOREST

bers. Please contact the Forest

suppres-

sion, prevention and law enforce-

with the

num-

Please contact your local

2000

516

149

1999
1998

1301

452
442

798

protect their

Year

2000

Annual Report
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philosophy.

Police Department
DAVID

KUKZ. Chief of Police

L.

Durham has expanded

concept by designing our mis-

this

sion

and values statement towards

a dedication that seeks to deliver

As

we

reflect

upon 2000 and

the activities of the police

department,
that

change

it

becomes

inevitable. After

is

clear

21

years of service to the communitY.
Captain Joseph

McGann

retired to

has produced exceptionally qualified and dedicated employees to

quality service to our customers.

by the departure of
senior staff. Gabe Tarrants and Eric
Kinsman have completed their
indoctrination and field training

each with

fill

the void

left

accept a position with our neighbor,

designed to educate them to the

Madbury Police Department,
assuming the position of Deputy
Chief. Secretary Marge Rawson, a
27-year employee of the department, retired and is committing

style of policing

the

Durham

desires.

Both officers Tarrants and Kinsman
had previous experience at other
police agencies. In

all,

twenty

herself to enjoying a well-earned

weeks of intensive law enforcement education wiU combine with

and deserved

their college

retirement.

The

School Resource Officer (SRO)
grant

was accepted by

the

commu-

police officer to serve the

Durham.

and has enabled Sergeant Ed
Levesque to be assigned at the
Middle and High Schools on a full-

time basis. As a result of these

our front

changes, three

members have

entice

court

an extremely strong
economy that has created difTiculty

In spite of

in attracting large applicant

we

solid recruiting

pools

are pleased that a

and

hiring process

Mitchell

office

event. In essence,

how

we

after

each

each learn

to help the other. During

2000, there have been approxi-

mately 32 such meetings. Over

2300 hours of personnel time have
been committed to fostering these
partnerships. In addition,

we have

continued with our tradition of
bringing together a group of inter-

members

of the

their insight, ideas

in

of the

management

community

and opinions.

This group has been a major asset
in helping
for

us to create a roadmap

We

our future.

are

committed

to

review the Strategic Plan yearly and

reshape our goals to

reflect

the

desires of the community.

systems.

COMMUNITY

the residents

so that department can gain from

with Jen Johnson.

financial

and

improving relationships

ested

important record, parking,

and

the police

able to

work

all

unique issues, have

their

served to open dialogue between

commu-

from the

tandem supports

critically

joined the agency.

elsewhere,

Dawn

We were

Planning Department to
This

life skills

an exceptionally qualified

to create

nity of

nity

degrees and

Partnerships with neighborhoods,

INITIATIVES

The agency has continued to
embrace the commuruty policing

PROMOTIONS
management team. Captain Rene Kelley
was elevated to Deputy Chief and
Sergeant Sean Kelly was promoted
In a reorganization of the

to the

newly created rank of

Lieutenant. This structure will serve
to better articulate the chain of

command and

delineate areas of

22 years of
combined experience will guide
and shape the daily activities of the
responsibility. Their

entire

department.

TRAINING
We

continued to maintain our com-

mitment of providing quaBty

train-

PoUce Depl. administration (I-r): Rene KeUey,
Depaty Police Chief; David Ktuz, Police Chief;
Sean KeUy, Uentenant; Jennifer Johnson, Office
Assistant;
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Dawn

Mitchell, Office Assistant.

continued our

employees. Training has

ing to

all

many

positive attributes for the

cers as well as the agency-

is

^t

tives

who have

offi-

nationally recognized training. In

exchange

different perspec-

and problem-solving

host

rec-

ognized as an opportunity for the
officers to interact with other police
officers

initiative to

tech-

room

for pr

facility,

th

.gency gains by

having access to high quality
ing at

little

or

no cost thereby

nificantly reducing

niques. While also providing an

iding the class-

travel

our

train-

new

skills

refine old

specialized training. Although slightly less that last
still

years hours, there

a demonstration of our

training,

and lodging expenditures.

In August, the

symposium

drew

NOTABLE EVENTS
SRO Ed Levesque continues to
make great progress in becoming
an

integral part of the Oyster River

School community.
sented a

benefits

department hosted a

that

A total revamping

of the court pro-

cessing accomplished

by the

He has

pre-

number of classes

Deputy Chief Rene Kelly, Jen
Johnson and Tom Dunnington, Esq.
The result is a streamlined system
that

has reduced overtime expendi-

tures,

reduced our dismissals and

increased out conviction rate

pertain-

is

com-

mitment to training and the
reaped by the community.

of their duties.

department was undertaken by

ones returning to
Durham with renewed energy and
enthusiasm. In 2000, the officers
received more than 2200 hours of

and

nail sketch

sig-

opportunity to "recharge their batteries", the officers learn

forum creates an opportunity for
kids to interact and learn more
about what their police do. Officers
part ipated in presenting a thumb-

and seizure, health
and drugs and coordinated Senior
Follies and the HomeComing
events. The entire department

The

hosted the annual freshman orien-

moving forward at a
The hardware has been installed as has the
T- 1 data lines. The Mobile Data

tation with music, pizza

police

new computer

ing to search

and soda

transition to a

system

is

steady, albeit slow, pace.

Terminals (MDT's)

will

be

The two-day seminar was presented by the

served by the officers. Sergeant
Levesque also monitors juveniles
who have been placed on a diver-

International Association of Chiefs

sionary program. His presence in

of Police and a major coup for us

the school allows for a coordinated

In compiling this report,

and early intervention

tant that the

administrators from every

England

New

State.

to attract this caliber of training to

our community. In addition,

worked

closely with the

Breakfasts in

we

Durham and were

the cruisers soon. Target date for

complete operation

is

slated for the

Christmas break.

Durham

with these students in need.

members

Police

it

is

impor-

of the

Department recog-

nize the support of the Interim

Bed and

fill both Three Chimneys Inn
and Hickory Pond Inn with attendees and instructors. We have also

able to

in dealing

in

installed

The

six-^A/eek

Police

2nd Annual Student

Academy was completed

with 22 students from the Oyster
River High School attending.

The

Town

Administrator, Pat

MacQueen, and the Town Council
and, most importantly, the community

we

serve.

Year

2000
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Public

Of

Works

Historical interest:

Public
In

Director of Public

Works

the early

1

900s, Durham

had a road aqer\t system, beginning

was

in

1912 when Ed
as road

hired

Chesley served

in

supervisor:

in

1

947 His

until his

farm, situat-

ed on the corner of Main Street

and

Mill

Koad

{\and later occu-

pied by the Durham Shopping

Plaza),

extended a\onq College

On

August 31, 2000 the
Department of Public

retirement of Joseph "Skip"

Mill

Pond Road.

His barns {and later qaraqe
buildings)

were leased to the

while

Chesley

The great progress

made

in

i:

Assisted with two State of

New

was
a pleasure to work with him
and a greater pleasure to know

4/Back River Road intersection

him. Skip's unique personality,

Accomplished approximately

which focused on people, peo-

$185,000 of road

for 12 successful years.

made

it

It

a joy to

work with him. The Public
Works Department wishes Skip
and his family all the best.

projects;

Route

and the Route 108/Main

Street

intersection.

resurfacing.

Completed extensive engineering
evaluation of the Town dams;
Oyster River and Wiswall Dam.
Wastewater Division improve-

The

following

is

information on

Works
Department programs and
several of the Public

worked for the town.

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Hampshire

town and were the base for a

town operations

Works Director

Grady, Public Works Director

ple, people...

Brook almost to

Interim Public

Works celebrated the

this capacity

almost continuously
death

Chesley

MICHAEL LYNCH.

Works

projects.

ments design and engineering
phases were completed.
Construction began on
November 15th and will continue through 2002.
Completed design and engineering of the Lamprey River Hard
Piping Project. Construction

planned

for

2001.

E Prepared a ten-year comprehensive road resurfacing plan for the

Town

Council review.

m Proposed
cedure

gram

new

operational pro-

for the Solid

including a

Waste pro-

new

fee struc-

ture for the disposal of bulky

waste and large appliances items
Durham's first snow plow. Photo
Durham Historic Association
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courtesy of the

public

works

I!?urham oyer the

in

past century has
reflected the

largely

competence of

the people enqai^ed to carry out

these town sen/ices. Char\ee

K.

was appointed as

Chevalier, Jr,

the first superintendent of pubat

Management
Pay as You Throw

the Solid Waste

Fadlity

and a

Mandated Stormwater Phase
II

completion date of March

more

2003

fairly distribute solid

waste

works

3,

Start construction

of the

Prince.

Wagon

Trail

to

Track Bike

I

would

like to recog-

and thank the Town Council
various
Boards for their
and
direction and tough decisions,

nize

Town Administrator
MacQueen for his supother Town Departments for

our Interim
tion project

Gravel

pit

Patrick
port,

restoration

Main Street Enhancement
Improvements

their help and our great Public
Works team (second to none) for
their dedication and hard work.
Most of all, a big thank you to

Lamprey

you, our customers, for your sug-

Durham

Point Landfill Closure

Hard Piping

River

gestions, reporting of problems,

Project

Wastewater Odor and

patience, financial support,
Infiltration

Woodridge Athletic
improvements

GOALS FOR
Construct

In

1

95

Seeley

and William
the town voted

1

another

build

Town

Hall site).

resigned

in

a^araqp.

1

When

on the

95

Chevalier

Donald

1,

Plaisted, a local citizen,

superintendent of

became

public works.

Ernest Wiggin was appointed to

that position

in

1

957

after

Plaisteds death.

With the appointment of

Henry LeClair as

public

works

administrator on January
1

1,

970, followed by Oeori^e

Crombie (the first full-time)

in

and

encouragement.

Improvements

E.

former Ed Chesley land {now the
In dosing,

Packers Falls bridge rehabilita-

94S>. The advisory

William Hartwell,

Completed Phase I of the Pettee
Brook Parking Lot improvements.

PROJECTS TO BE
CONTINUED IN 2001

1

time were Lauren

disposal costs.

2000 ONGOING

in

committee members at the

Maintenance Plan with a

(PAYT) progrann intended to

lic

continued on next paqe.

.

Field

2001

salt

storage

facility

Purchase of the following

new

vehicles:

33,400

One
an
Hire the

GVW Dump Truck

ton

aerial

new

utility

truck with

lift

Director of Public

Works
Start

A

development of the Federal

1999 Sterling 3/5 Ton dtunp track tised to
plow Darham's roads.
Year

2000

Annual Report
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History continued.

973, Durham

1

.

a new

initiated

Operations Division

era of town Improvements and

expanded

public services.

MICHAEL LYNCH,

With

Superintendent of Operations

the support of an aggressive

and forward-thnkinq board of
selectmen, the town embarked

end loaders were deployed along

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

with employees from

all

of the

beginning of 2000 with 22

Works Divisions. There
were some 92 tons of bulky
waste picked up and disposed of

financed parking lots on l%ttee

weather-related incidents from

at the

Brook Lane, a one-way street

January through March.

then hauled off

on several major projects

dlOe. These

1

since

1

in

the

E

\nc\uded town-

973; new

e\dewa\V.5

in

stone

many

walls. Including

fine

that

on Newmarket Road, the

of Church

Hill,

Lane.

All

i

the stone walls were

cubic

Waste-

water Treatment

Plant.

There

Town

1

The

with 10 parts sand

part salt for

use during the

The
fic

contract crosswalk

markings

(stencils,

traf-

pedestrian

edge

town employee.

April to

mid-May. By contracting

out

work,

departure, Dave Walker served

as Director

until

9d&

1

when

Joseph "Skip" Grady beqan

his

this

tenure as the town's Public

Works Director Throughout the
remainder of the

the

1

1

continued to expand and
Improve. Skip remained with the

retirement

August 2000. Upon
ment, he

left

In

his retire-

a legacy of com-

pleted projects that
ly

will

proud-

carry the community forward

Into the next

century

In

1

997

after forty-six years of operating from the Town Hall site on

Newmarket Koad, a new
Works

facility

1

Public

was constructed

on Stone Quarry

Drive. In

99&, as part of the College

Brook project, the once narrow
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cleanup of brush,

accomplish

was

first

three

SWMF

equaling approxi-

were
in

also 7 tons of leaves

The

A large

spring cleanup of furniture,

goods and appliances
was completed the end of May.
Six dump trucks and two front-

and

garden waste disposed of at
Seacoast Farms in Fremont,
cost of this pickup

was

approximately $7,840.
scale ditching and ledge
removal project was completed
on Mathes Cove and Durham

Point

Road

prior to the placing of

9&0's into

990s, the town's services

until his

fall

NH. The

Poblic
Pabllc

town

cost the

approximately $23,000.

one night which usually takes
one week if done in-house.
stuffed

week

mately 430 cy of brush. There

were painted mid-

we

this

weeks of November. There
were 54 dump truck loads of
brush picked up and brought to
the

master mason and longtime

was

rolloff

leaves and garden waste

lines),

along with the centerline and
lines

30 cy

completed during the

and

symbols, arrows and stop

in

Disposal of items picked

to the

it

This material

containers to the Kingston

3000 cy of sand

constructed by Rudi Niemi,

Upon Qeorq^e Crombies

SWMF.

up during

2000/2001 winter season.

grade

standing wall on Ffettee Brook

the

Landfill.

to

and the out-

was very busy

yards (cy) of sand and hauled

was mixed

opposite the former parsonage

retaining wall along the

Division

The crew screened 6000

the downtown area; and, of
particular note, the

The

Public

Works Administration (I-r): Robert Levesqae, Town Engineer; Gail Jablonskl, Assistant
Works Dlreclor: and Michael Lynch, Interim Public Works Director.

to the

one inch wearing course by

the

Pike Industries.
Pike Industries, Inc. of

NH performed the
roadway paving program consisting of placing the top one inch
wearing course of asphalt on
Palmer, Hamel and York Drive,
^/^ of Durham Point Road extending to and including all of Bay
Road, ^h of Mast Road, Colony
Portsmouth,

installed.

Divisions to review

all

grams and

and budgetary

purposes.

Organized a supervisory training
policy annual review.

Completed renovations to the
District

Court building to include

brick repairs

Durham

108

the H.A. Davis Building

amount

A

Completed

Chesley Drive.

Town

of $8,000.

installed

and put

with the

new

m.

m.

was transformed from a one
o\uarter mile, asphalt draoj strip

fic

calmed

tree-lined, brightly-iit

ter that

It is

today.

Completed the Oyster River and
Dam engineering which
describes areas in need of repair
Inspected the renovation of the
inter-

section.

Completed Phase

I

of the athletic

fight-

ment, mileage, call back information, weather and operator's

Woodridge
the field" work-

fields refurbishing at
utilizing

shop

an

"in

for contractors.

E Worked on restoring the gravel
pit at

Packers Falls Road with a

coming

and crush-

storm reports.

contractor

A

ing the material onsite. This

work plan was

which includes the
Highways, Buildings and
Grounds portion of Public Works.

in

was then used along
roadside ditches on Durham

material

Operations

the

Division

I

developed, and supervised the

300

Back River Road/Route 4

procedures, personnel, equip-

for the

Over three years, Skip planned,

along the concrete abutment.

handbook was updated to
include ice and snow fighting

12 -month

Koad ne\qhbor\nood. ?ev\\ape the
most noteworthy of his accomplishments became reality with
the 999 doNntown Main
Street Enhancement ?rd\ect.

Wiswall

into service

The snow removal policy for the
Town of Durham was updated
and two new plow routes continue to make all routes more effi-

developed

Fond

and attractive downtown cen-

er's

I

Mill

seedlings.

were

snow

in the

Hall.

National Tree Trust for

sidewalk.

cient. In addition, the

appearance of the

Secured a grant from the

name

street

lights

floodmq and enhanced the

Fourth of July Fireworks Display.

inventory to identify missing

Six

on Main

Coordinated the spectacular 2000

town-wide street light
inventory was performed identifying malfunctioning lights and
quarterly

name signs.
downtown street

cantly reAviGeA incidents of

to the pedestrian-friendly, traf-

Replaced two furnaces

in the

also incorporating a street

structural repairs at

Street.

project within

Town was completed

the

signifi-

Upon completion, Malt Street

upgrades.

filling

That project

Fbnd

construction of this project.

and window

Road to Sunnyside Road
and Mill Pond Road from Route
The crack

Mill

1

session for our drug and alcohol

Point

to

and pro-

track their progress

for scheduling

the Oyster River Bridge to

I

proposal.

their individual projects

sidewalks on Route 108 from

I

Road was widened, and the
College Brook bridge was

Updated
board for

£

Reconstructed and overlayed the

Point Road,

pedestrian bridge off

Completed and presented the FY
200 1 Operations Division budget
the project tracking

Cove, Edgerly Garrison, Willey
Creek and Mathes Cove Roads.

Durham

and bridge inspection program.

Point

and Bay Roads.

Completed a

large drainage

Continued work on a weekly

project in the

Woodridge devel-

road, drainage, sidewalk, sign

opment.

I"
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mary

Solid Waste Division
GUY S. HODGDON,

The dawn of the new

um saw many

a very big part of our recycling

program
1989.

nnillenni-

changes take

Our primary

Dill

recycling

vehicle operator, Lloyd Gifford,

decided to

make

Division. Lloyd

since

was

SOLID WASTE DIVISION

inception in

new position. Early
November we hired Mr. Tom
McAllister who is currently

luck in his
his

position with the town.

We

fortunate to hire Mr. Chuck

Highway

refuse collection vehicle operator.

Tom comes

Division a few

was

able to

our

to

us from the State

of Vermont, Dept. of
Transportation.

transition to the position very
easily. Early in the Fall

The

pri-

alternate

week

collection of

Tons of Material Marketed
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

666
239

.614

.684

.703

.750

.173

.177

41

...30

...29

Commingled Containers

18

...72

.127

.332

.303

Plastics

41

...19

...15

Textiles

7

4

2

5

4

Dry

1

1

1.013

913

1.034

1.035

1.057

Recycling Revenue

$12.269

$12,827

$12.319

$5.592

$24,220

Fee Avoidance

$46,934

$43,370

$50,208

$52,032

$52,882

77

66

65

133

154

....105
....645

219
936

.1.054

1,039

....300

1,125

RECYCLABLE MATERIAL

Fiber

Glass

Aluminum/Steel

Cell Batteries

TOTALS

Tip

Other Material Recycled:

Car Batteries (each)

147

94
72

Car Tires (each)

875

1.330

1.133

1,156

525
750
8

300
440

784
825
400
350

9

10

Scrap Metal (tons)

Waste

Oil (gallons)

Oil Filters (each)

Oil

Based

Paint (gaUons)

Leaves Collected

@

Curb (tons)

.

....350

7

12

43

....128

101

1,310

1,410

1,408

1,446

1,151

1,131

1,320

1,103

2.005

2.471

2.545

2.440

2.549

613

536
890

549

548

491

762

1,084

Propane Tanks (each)
Material Disposed:
Refuse (tons)
Curbside Collection

729

Commercial

REFUSE TOTAL
Bulky Waste (tons)

Hazardous Waste

(gallons)

SWMF Permits Issued
56

Town of Durham

1,276

823

.

,

in

becoming familiar with the town
layout and his new job as the

on the recyChuck worked for

to replace Lloyd

cling vehicle.

the

it's

We wish him well in

years ago so he

a career

change and transferred to the
Wastewater

new
were

place for the Solid Waste
Division.

Jim had been with the
town since July 1995. He now
works for the UNH Grounds
Department. We v^AshJim good
his career.

Superintendent of Solid Waste

YEAK 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

refuse vehicle operator, Jim

Sprague, also decided to change

1,050

935

428

program conwork well and increase
our yearly recycling revenues. Our
revenues for 2000 are up over
$20,000 from 1999. Our resirecyclable material

m Continued discussions with

dents continue to participate

2001

GOALS FOR

Continue to study automated

cling participation.

collection possibilities.

Continued review of the engineering and monitoring of the
old

in

landfill

the capping of this area in

high

or 2002.

level.

hours were spent working

Assisted the

Highway

with the Recycling Advisory

with the Spring and

Committee as they put together
a comprehensive plan to manage solid waste for Durham. This
committee worked tirelessly to

program.
K

We

must go to the members of this
committee for their time and
vision for the future of Durham.

Ongoing review for the landfill
closure and plans for the site use
after capping.

Cleanup

Revisit the possibility of jointly

operated Solid Waste

continue to maximize the

the Solid Waste Division.
ing

200

and equipment

employees working

schedules

we

in

Management

in

By hav-

Work with

L

a very

Telephone number
Division are

effi-

Wastewater Division

In

DUANE

for

contaminants which are being
detected in our sludge.

m

January bid quotations were
sought for the purchase of bulk

In

chemicals

—bids were awarded

to various vendors.
In Januaryalso

868-1001 or

in

10 years.

had operated the

Wright-Pierce Engineering.

were sought
and a new high pressure hose
was purchased for the Sewer
Cleaning Truck as budgeted for.
In February quotes

March we began sampling

at

four designated locations in the
in

an

effort to

II

WASTEWATER VITAL STATISTICS
PERMIT

PARAMETERS

Avg Flow MGD
EfQuent TSS (MG/L)
Avg % TSS Removal min. 85%

%

Total Flow

min.

MGD

Suspended

TSS

Total

Biochemical Oxygen

AVG. 1998

TOTAL

TOTAL

96.8

9.1

9.3

93.8

...95.2

404.8

404.7

175,000

100,600

Solids

Demand

1.21

1.09

94.0

per Day

BOD

AVG. 1999

TOTAL

10.1

(MG)
Million Gallons

process

(12 Months)

1.1

85%

Septage Received (GAL)

in the

AVG. 2000

11.1

Efiluent

Avg

system. Bids

now

of being reviewing by the firm of

recycling truck

BOD (MG/L)
BOD Removal

Infiltration

for

Reduction

Wastewater Division from the
Solid Waste Division where he

of 1999.

force.

system

Inflow and

were sought

received are

as the Laboratory Technician/

collection

In October bids

the

in the collection

was

comes with many years of experience and is a welcome addition

In

filling

position. Lloyd transferred to the

November

work

August Mr. Lloyd Gifford

vacant Maintenance Worker

Pretreatment Coordinator. She

to our

— part of our annual

maintenance program.
In

e-mail:

the Lab

fill

Ms. Clara Reed was hired in April
to join the Wastewater Treatment
staff

cleaned

Waste

advertising

Technician position which

vacated

was

of sewer main

ft

joined our staff by

began

for applications to

9,745

In July

for Solid

September bids were sought
immediate improvements to
the Treatment Facility to improve
on plan performance and to better control odors. The Council
awarded the bid to Penta
Corporation at a cost of $87,750
and construction began in the
middle of November.

WALKER, Superintendent of Wastewater

YEAR 2000
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UNH.

with

ghodgdon@ci.durham.nh.us

for the past

L.

Facility

the Recycling

Committee on various programs.

different

are able complete

our multiple tasks
cient manner.

participation in

the recycling program.

Division

Fall

to increase the schools

and commercial

-

available labor

complete the plan. Many thanks

w Continue

area in anticipation of

the recycling program at a very

Many

the

schools to increase their recy-

tinues to

8.0

.,

.

....96.6

.

7.9

.

....96.0

366.16
69,550

MG/L

Milligrams per Liter

MG

Million Gallons

GAL

Gallons

locate the sources of chemical
Year

2000

Anrual Report
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meters during the year.

Water Division
GUY S. HODGDON,

YEAR

Purchased new automated
meter reading software and

2000

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
L

hardware. This

Attended training seminars to
maintain proper certification.

UNH

E Worked with

with

produce
the Lead and
to

water to the

Town

it

is fully

on

line.

closely with the

Clerk to produce the water

billing.

Completed the hydrant antifreeze
program for the winter months.

£ Completed regular bacteria and
other required water tests

throughout the year.

Responded to numerous customer and contractor requests.

uses per year.

Durham/UNH Water

are

accounting department and the

town now produces as much
water to the system ft-om the
Continued daily interaction with
UNH water treatment plant
personnel to produce potable

fe

cooperation with
spring

and

Completed
in the
at

UNH

in

in the

fall.

repair of

system.

fire

hydrants

Added a hydrant

the corner of Cowell Drive and

Madbury Road.
Upgraded the water piping on
Main street (church hill) and continuing to

Beards Creek bridge

during the major Route

#108

State D.O.T. renovation project.

Town

Administrator.

GOALS FOR
S;

2001

Complete development and
printing of a construction

Continue mandated testing of
the system according to

EPA and

State regulations.

end of

Upgrade water line
Road.

at

Construction of the

Lamprey

Woodman

River hard piping.

E Continue meter replacement
upgrade.

Telephone number

meters and system repairs as
needed. Replaced more than 65

Division are

WATER DIVISION STATISTICS

and

policy manual.

Continued replacing water

System.

Completed hydrant flushing

2001

the proposed

budget and presented to the

used

new programs we

Worked very

^.

the

all

sion once

storage container at the Lee Well.

it

first

working out the "bugs", but this
will be a great asset to the divi-

Installed larger capacity chemical

Continued regular monitoring of
the Lee Well water production to
the distribution system. The

was

B Completed

during our Fall meter reading. As

and distribute
Copper Public Notification document and the Consumer
Confidence Report required by
EPA and the state.

Lee Well as

E Worked with the cell telephone
companies as they put antennas
on the Foss Farm water tank.

Water Superintendent

for the Water
868-1001 or e-mail:
ghodgdon@ci.durham.nh.us

DUKHAM
FACTS ABOUT
Square

Area

Acres

Mflo

16.320
25.5

Total Area

1.408

2.2

Water

14,912

23.3

10.611

Land
Farm t-a"**
Farm Forest
Farm Pasture

4.565
1,047

1,498

popala*i<**^

Year

Year Number
^'^

Number

1950
1940
1930
1920
1910
1900
1890
1880
1870
1860
I860
1850

1840

4221*

1830
1820
1810
1800
1790
1786
1783
1775

1533
1217
749
823
996
871
962
1298
1534
1^34
1497

1773
1767

,^„^ Value TaR»"^

Year
1951

1950
1949
1948
1947
1946
1945
1944

.^

2,123,510
2,072,095

1941

4.10

2,053>i9

4.20

1,818,337

1935

2.90
2.80

.h 1947

figures are

^^

''''

State

1925

^°^f '^^il

th-,^!

"tdS

,,,er
and 1935. and
lor 1930

omnent,

to »«

2.75
2.31

2.60

1.251.390
879.918

2.50

2.50

S'^on-^-Tax
TsZ
b,
from

2.65

1,675,107

1930
1925
1920

2.61

2.30

2.27

1940

assessed value.
.per >iOO

.

,^

2.10

2,155,405

1943
1942

$3.62
3.40

$3,672,314
3,422,537
2.760.621
2.594,537
2,536,325
2,324,528
2,172,055
2,129,515

1498
1606
1538
1449
1126
1247
1233
1173
1214
1149
1232

tr

taken

^^^^'^ records.

Commission
Revaluauon

per cent
county

55
n.ud. as 25 to
^^ ^^^^"^ ^
^rttx rate in the
had the lowest

Durham

1947.
1942 through

^^ _^^^^

.^

^^.

»•
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Town Supported Organizations
Of

Historical Interest:

Recreation
Defore

1

94

1

the structure

Durham

Historic Association

MARION JAMES.

President

of organized recreation as such

was almost unknown

in

the town

something one provided for at
home, or at most approached
casually during a school recess.

Entertainment was undertaken

at

club, school,

or church social

is

9
Comfort Mathes Camp at
Durham

ry,

1

9

1

Rjint,

to

1

1

1

coming from the

high

is

a private institution,

but

it

1

25, young

girls

a vigorous outdoor

of the nature and identity of the
clientele

society of

could lead

life

it

not

also informs the citizens

present community.
the

sum

Durham

for

two

months, and thus recover from

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
':

is

of its past experiences.

Boston and Newport. For a fee
of $

It

only preserves the town's histo-

directed by Fannie

Mathes, catered to a

artifacts

closely tied to the town.

The Old Town

twice before the Planning Board
in order to reiterate

the preserver of the

the history which has

is

DHA has spoken

President of the

its

and guardian of
marked
Durham's growth from a riverside agricultural communitY to a
complex town. While the organi-

Town's

zation

functions.

From

Association, with

roots going back to 1851,

was

of Durham. Recreation

The

that, after

Town

its

request

the court leaves the Old

town lease the
whole building to the Association.
In addition, Nancy Sandberg and
Dale Valena gave an informational

Hall, the

report

on

the architectural

details of the

the

Town

Old

Town

Hall to

Council on July 2 1 At
.

present, the future use of the

on decisions
mined by the Master Plan.

building rests

deter-

E The Charies Manuel Project.

Bob

the ambimaking color

Dishman undertook
tious project of

prints of Charles Manuel's paintHall.

The

ings of

and

who

Durham

for the

for sale. Charles

Durham
1974, was a

lived in

death

in

watercolorist

who

record

Manuel,
until his
prolific

painted local

scenes and homes. These
included places

now gone-such

as the Jenkins mill and Isabel
Smart's house on Main Street.

By-Laws. The Association

is

and updating its byApproved by the Executive
Board on Dec. 6, the new version will be presented to the full
revising

laws.

Oyster River Yooth Assodallon
acUvtUes. Photo by Lome

Town of Durham

Pill

the previous wmter'e strenuous
social season.

Boston to

Durham tram fare wae $ 147
and upon arrival at the Durham
station, Clarence

ported

membership

approval

for

invited

in

April at the annual meeting.

all

put out

of the people

Little

ences.

DHA

The

Alice Ayer,

has been concerned with

some changes and
the Historic

District.

remembered

modifications in
It

must be

that the Association,

genealogy.

purview. The road

ing,

ings there.

some

of the build-

More important

the

is

restoration of such buildings as the

Cutter

bam and

the Federal-styled

Mellon House. The plans for the
bam, with some exceptions, generally are good in that they retain the
barnlike character of the old building

and

This

is

will aid in

preserving

start-

rain.

a

Bob

life

and

Bob

meeting of the

new

year

there

was

troop

in

in

The Best

a local

Boy Scout

town, he and a few

activities

their daily lives for

in

Organized recreation

is

came

to Durham shortly after the
close of World

first

War

II.

Service-

men from Durham returned to
hearth and home ready to

in

continued on next page.

it.

Philbrook F^ine,

excitement.

fortunate to have Prof. Charles
Clark replace him. At the

recreation changed

close friends planned further

Dishman, who had done such
an outstanding job as program
chairman for several years,
resigned. But the Association

bit.

920

1

walking.

of Times, recalled that although

character of General John
Sullivan. At this time,

and

fishing

By

At the June picnic, held

Gilmore discussed the

unfortunately altered the walkways
into

More energetic enterprises

the available resources for

indoors because of

construction on Main Street has

and steps

music, and marshmallow roasts.

was devoted to
The members of the

included swimming, tennis, boat-

ries.

its

such as reading, storytelling,

by

ing a study of their family histo-

includes historic sites and

buildings in

April meeting, led

\Naqpn.

There were gentli^ activities

audience were informed about

in its function of preserving artifacts,

The

Bay by horse and

in

the past to relate their experi-

CONCERNS

baqqaqe, and

steamer trunks to the shore of

who had

Durham newspapers

girls,

Smart trans-

.

continued on next page.

.

.

not true for the Mellon

House. The building, gable-end to
the street, has been given dormer
windows on the sides, which it
never had and

wWch

is

completely

inappropriate on a gable-ended

Federal house. This indifference to
the requirements of the Historic
District is unfortunate.

GENERAL ACTIVITIES
Four general meetings were held
this year. In February,

Bob

Dishman, the program chairman.
Oyster River Yonth Association

activities.

Photo by

Lome

Pill

Year

2000
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History continued.

Dar&ain Historic Association continued.

.

October, he invited John

plan once again for the future.
In

1

947

Post No.

L.

the Bourgoin Keardon

Frisbee, Executive Director of

94

the

of the American

New

Hampshire

Historical

Society, to

recreational program for the

Society's history

and

its

As

work

curved door to

sentation from interested

most

struction

1 To continue

to catalog the

devoted to the history of the
Sawyer-Frost family and James

the

ational activities for the young

Sawyer's extraordinary collec-

our library and; to

people of Durham; these activi-

tion of old vehicles

was

it

dedicated to providing recre-

kinds,

much

ties were not to conflict with

all

any school

given to the

By

1

972

the

DYA had grown

tion

was

revised. It

was

Collections in the

and the

road construction

became the

Oyster River Youth Association

at

the inter-

make

in

listings

New

UNH

library

Hampshire

Historical Society.

appointment because of the

tremendously, and its constitu-

documentary materials

places, such as Special

Museum. The
Museum was dosed except by

offering.

holdings; to increase

of appropriate materials in other

and tools of

of which

road con-

completed.

is

Museum's

town organizations,

Hall to the

former place

its

in the building after

her usual fine newsletters. The

was

town

for a

Town

in

past years, Sally Ford sent out

interesting issue

to

Association and to restore the

impor-

Durham Youth Association
(DYA) was started with reprefirst

To continue

2001

lease of the Old

tant functions in the state.

Durham. Thus, the

f-

speak on the

Legion decided to organize a

children of

GOALS FOR

fc

To continue with oral history
projects.

section.

(ORYA) and wae supported by
annual fund drives.

In

1

975

the

towns of Madbury and Lee sup-

MainStreet Program

ported the organization through
their respective parl<s

recreations committees. The
tial

THE REV. MICHAEL

and
ini-

Durham
Theprogram

basic objectives for the

L.

BRADLEY, Chahperson. Durham MainStreet

MainStreet

concludes

organization were

was to

still

held; it

level,

and

it

began work with us on September
1,

2000.

third year of service to the

be a volunteer organiza-

community.

tion offering recreation l<eyed

to age

its

We

are proud of our

accomplishments.

aimed at

We now move

into our fourth year of operation

attracting the greatest number

with the leadership of Pati Frew-

of participants.

Waters, Executive Director,

I

who

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
2 Sponsorship, participation and/or

oversight of effective,

communi-

ty-building events: Spring

Equinox, Fourth of July, Young
Artists'

Showcase, Freshmen

Orientation, Taste of Durham,
Fall

Clean-Up, Light

Up Durham

S Successful partnering

among

business community, university

community, town leadership,

and the residents of Durham,
Lee and Madbury
1 Well-attended marketing seminar

by Jon
nized

Schallert, nationally- recog-

retail

developer

The old Dnrham Post

Office.

Photo couiiesy of the Durham Historic Association
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Town of Purha

Analyzed existing Town and

UNH

B Develop business recruitment

survey data for business

recruitment/enhancement

I..

C Provided demographic data

new

support of

in

business loan

application

Assume scheduling and facilitation of Community Dialogue

the Town of Durham has contin-

Meetings

vides a variety of sports pro-

Launch household/family

grams such as

Established access database of

memberships
in

Obtained grant funding

for

and

designed community information kiosk

Created Facade Improvement

Loan Program with

capital

from
e;

area banks
for

(with incentives)

ball,

ORYA

pro-

hockey, basket-

ar]d eoccer, along with gen-

such as theatre,
movement, and karate.
The OKYA coordinators and volunteers work hard to Improve

Summer Concert Series
Expand Durham Merchant

existing

eral activities

creative

programs and continue

to provide great opportunities
Gift

to the youths of Durham, Lee

Program

Enhance Durham
Guide format and

reconfiguration of Pettee Brook

ued to qrow. Today,

in

Durham MainStreet
Promote Gun Lock Program
with Durham Police Dept.
Rejuvenate Downtown

Certificate

m Provided design assistance

OKYA

activities provided by

downtown

properties

The extent of recreational

packages

and Madbury

Map and
distribution

Parking Lot

new signage ordinance
between Durham Business
Association and the Town

K Assemble "Relocation Packets"

Fostered

Submitted standardized sidewalk

and

lighting

University

for free distribution to

residents

Consider MainStreet publica-

-

designs to the

and the

C

State for

tion of

community

Recruit

and

seat

m Continue as

2001

new Durham
Members

catalyst bringing

together our several

Promote Facade Improvement
Loan Program
Continue design plans
thesized environment

newsletter

MainStreet Board

Route 4 construction

GOALS FOR

new

of the community

for syn-

among

commuru-

ties

We

look forward to a successful

year of service as

we

foster a

downtown/Main

network of partnership within our

StreetAJNH/Route 4

several communities.

My Friend's Place
ROBERT M. O'CONNELL,
Friend's Place

My

Strafford

Executive Director
the

is

County Homeless

shelter, located at

368

Washington Street in Dover, New
Hampshire. Through the month of
November 2000, 194 people have
stayed

at

My

Friend's Place. This

figure includes

85 men, 76

women, and 33
mate 4623 bed
ed

this

children.

nights to

We

clients

who

leave the shel-

need of on going sup-

port services

-

our Outreach pro-

gram which has a primary
pose

to

pur-

reduce the occasion of

becoming homeless again.
work with
12 individuals on a regular basis

clients

My

Friend's Place staff

throughout this year.
esti-

be provid-

calendar year for an aver-

age of 13 people per night.

Many

ter are in

The Transitional Housing program provides 6 units at scatcon tinoecf on next page.

.
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My Friend's Place continaed.

.

.

tered sites around Dover. Families

less families

may

The

up to 2 years in our
apartments which are funded
through the US Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
stay

and

single

women.

642 bed
nights last winter for 53 people
(includes 18 children) from Oct 25
- Apr 25, 2000. My Friend's Place
shelter provided

assists with volunteer recruitment

This year 9 families have stayed

average of one year

in

our transi-

tional units. Tliis figure includes

adults with 2

1

an
10

and

training, overall financial

man-

agement, case management, and
intake.

My

Friend's Place

is

also

involved with the on going plan-

children.

ning for the future of this shelter.

Our Americorps VISTA volunteer
has helped established the winter
overflow shelter at the Salvation

Army

in Rochester,

opened

NH which

for the third

season

in

We

completed a number of
improvements at the shelter and
our transitional housing

These included adding new

ballis-

October. Volunteers were recruited

ters to the exterior fire escape,

and

installing a

trained to provide a safe,

warm

overnight shelter for

home-

new

ment, building a

at

units.

ceiling in the

new room

base-

in the

Oyster Rhrer Youth Association
KATHY TRAINOR,

The

Executive Director

Oyster River Youth Asso-

has had a very

ciation

ing year

due

to a

excit-

number of

projects that arc happening.

We

are

pleased to announce the construction of 3

size soccer/lacrosse

full

fields in Lee!

Frank Reinhold,

owner of the Flag
leased

ORYA

ORYA

Winery, has

Hill

the land to use.

The

Fields at Flag Hill are set to

be played on

September, 200 1

in

This helps our field shortage situation

and allows us

to continue to

build strong ties in the

community

for the children's benefit.

The ORYA Center
Landing

at

Jackson's

getting plenty of

is

use

this

major maintenance
work performed on the rink, we
are now pleased to offer a wonderwinter. With

ful

place to skate. There are a vari-

ety of activities going

on including

recreational skate hours, adult

pick-up hockey (both men and
women), youth hockey leagues
and instructional skate programs!
Stop by and check out the action!

ORYA will

continue to

strive for

numbers
communities of Durham.

increased participation

from the
Lee and Madbury. Reviewing our
numbers from this past year, we
are

up about

from

frve

last year.

percent (5%)

We

attribute this

success to offering a variety of

youth activities that are stimulating,
fun, and age-appropriate. We have
traditional sports such as hockey,
basketball,

and

soccer, along with

general activities such as theatre,

movement, and karate.
Our coordinators and volunteers
work hard to improve our existing
programs and we work together to
creative

offer challenging

new

programs.

The Oyster River Youth Association
wishes to thank the towns of
Durham, Lee and Madbury for their
continued support

in

our mission to

provide great opportunities to the

youth of these communities.

ORYA

appreciates the tremendous commitment given by the Board of
Directors, and the numerous coordinators, coaches, and parents.
Without your desire, ORYA would
just be an average program.

THANKS!

ORYA

Soccer. Lome

Pill

Pholo

Oyster River Yoatb Association.

Our program

is

committed to proand

viding support, education

advocacy to
assault

all

survivors of sexual

and sexual abuse and

their

to educate the

community, height-

ening awareness of sexual assault

and

its

prevention.

We

provide pre-

to sexual assault cases

and

to

assure a supportive environment
for the survivors.

vention programs throughout the

school system in order to broaden

Sexual Assault Support Services

munity members.

awareness among students, teach-

has provided services
Volunteers are

The primary objectives of Sexual

and the community of the
issues of sexual assault and harass-

Assault Support Services are to

ment,

gram. For further information

empower

nates with police departments and

parents, partners

and other com-

ers

them

survivors

in their

and

to

support

healing process and

in addition,

hospital staff to

our staff coordi-

improve response

utilized in all

for

2 1 years.

welcome and

are

aspects of the pro-

regarding our program please contact

us

at

(603) 436-4107.
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Town Working Committees

Of

Lamprey River Advisory Committee

Historical Interest:

Purham 6choo\e
Just

prior

to

JXJDITH SPANG, Chairman

900, there

1

The LampreyCommittee

what
1

900,

1

ages of

and sixteen

the district, and

were enrolled
early

1

920s

in

1

9

1

lived in

of these

school.

In

the

only four of the

ten schools

original

In

between the

children

Durham School

in

District

available

in

1

Newmarket, Durham and

Epping created under the
Rivers

State's

Management and

Protection

deferral Wild

&

t Working with the Lamprey River
Watershed Association and NH

Scenic Rivers

Program.

Volunteer River Assessment

remained

900

when

The Lamprey was designated
in the three

lower towns

Town

added in 2000, bringing the
total number of river miles to
24. The LRAC's activities are

this service

Newmarket

water quality

Newmarket

in

money

for high school tuitions

Program, volunteers monitored
a

National Wild and Scenic River

the Dletrlct voted to provide

with the Dover and

YEAR 2000
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Water Quality and QuantitY:

Program and the

1996, with the

and contracted for

foundations.

the

High school education first

became

a citizens com-

is

mittee with representatives from
Lee,

35
five

(LRAC)

was located on

now Schoolhouse Lane.

is

effort

Advisory

schools, including the Village

School which

and funding from the
National Park Service and private

River

were ten district elementary

of Epping

s

at

10

sites

Epping

in

upgrade

securing a permit to

its

sewage treatment

which discharges
the Lamprey.
plant,

carried out through volunteer

from

Raymond line.
LRAC supported the Town of
to the

into

WILDLIFE:
« LF^C sponsored research along
the river on turtles, mussels and
birds in the four towns,

these

inventories help determine land

protection priorities

and

track the

ecological health of the river corridor.
te

The Committee continues to
work with the NH Fish and
Game and US Fish and Wildlife
to plan for a fish ladder at the

Wiswall

Dam

in

Durham. Fish

The old Dorham School Honse.
Photo courtesy of the Durham Historical Association.
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Town of Durha

school boarde and the trustees

of Robinson female Seminar
Exeter.

At that

time, the Village

School contained qradee
In

in

1

in

923, due to the

1-1

0.

increase

population and unsatisfacto-

ry cond\t\one> of the Village

passage here would open up 45
miles of habitat for shad and
river herring.

LRAC
Town

continues to

of

Durham

historic park

the Wiswall
installed

and

work with

the

develop a

to

picnic area at

Dam. Fencing was

and some planting

done. Eagle Scout candidate,

Andrew McDowell, has

excavat-

ed a foundation and erected an
interpretive sign. After complica-

tions

due

to a

proposed

der, the project will

fish lad-

move

K Building on the Committee's
video on the history of the
Lamprey River (available at the
Town Library) we have developed an upper elementary, middle school and high school curriculum on the river.
Incorporating science, literature,

and other

disciplines as well

as history, the curriculum
successfully piloted at

sition

the Village School or construct

a new school with room for the

of easements on two

was

Mast Way

of this success,

Durham

hill

at

the end of Garrison '^oad.
In

1

200

Hattie Watson,

chairman of the school board,

high school.

need for
In

1

thirty-

Durham

four citizens of

shore-

944

building

peti-

tioned the school board

In

a

warrant

if

the

article "to

see

program.

this

district

Landowners

in

Woodman Garrison on the

land landowners are urged to

apply for

made

on the site of the

a

in potential

areas

have been contacted and invited to workshops on conservation.

vote to have the

will

school board appoint a commit-

for protection

tee of

grant from the National

Park Service, the Committee

wildlife,

supported

front land, etc).

presented

at

1

947

another

high school

appointed. The committee

asked the residents of Durham,
Madbury, Lee, Darhnqton and

Nottingham
interested

developed and

if

in

they would be

establishing

a

cooperative school district with

Durham Day and

Duckers Day.
continued on next page.

In

development committee, was

for the

management of river-

A display was

arti-

passed and a committee

committee, the

forums (land conservation,

Cooperative Extension programs

a high

is

Lamprey
and four public

site;

cle

The vote on the

was formed.

creating brochures for

web

to investigate the

the Durham School

in

District!'

PUBLIC AWARENESS:
B With a

five

feasibility of establishing

school

River

The Committee's Lamprey Land
Protection Campaign has suc-

built

American Wetlands
Conservation Act which pro-

general public; a

LAND PROTECTION:

finally

Identified the

and Cyrus B. Sweet
and NH Sea Grant and
this cfTort.

was

and the new school was

sources, including the North

landowners and one

Fund,

936

A

high school.

last year's

$200,000 appropriation from
Congress for land protection
has been more than doubled
for the coming year. We have
also sought grants from other

Community Foundation, Barbara
III

two years of

decision
1

School. The Greater Piscataqua

K.

last

properties in Epping. Because

tects wetlands.

towards completion.

art

to whether or not to remodel

financial support for the acqui-

HISTORY:
;

School, the (Question arose as

two conservation easements in Lee
and is working on two more.
The LRAC has also provided
cessfully negotiated

a junior
school

.

high school

in

and

high

Durham. There was no
continued on next page.
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History continued.

interest

.

Lamprey River Advisory Committee con tinaed.

.

formmOj a coopera-

in

from these

tive school district

communities at the time.

But the Idea of a cooperative

E The Greater Piscataqua
CommunitY Foundation has
granted money to produce a set
of photographs and slides for
pubKc presentations.

1

952

9

of the

school warrant asked

and Source Water Protection
Program (in land upstream of
the river intake pipe).

Durham

to landowners.

is

charged with

all

projects that might

a cooperative school district
with the

towns of Lee and

Nottingham and darm^ton"

hydroelectric facility in

1

of the following

1

years school warrant stated:
"To

see

the District

if

will

vote

to petition the State Board of

Education to become a member

Barrington, Durham, Lee and

fish

ladder and improvements to

Newmarket Boat Launch.

forming cooperative school

and delays resulted from

r The LRAC

new

state

residents

may

of

will work with the
Newmarket and

Durham, shoreland residents,
and users of the lower Lamprey
to initiate a River

will

for discouraging

evaluate potential projects under
the

Falls

be pursued so

history.

2001 GOALS
We

will

enjoy the river and learn of its

Towns
Conservation of riverfront land

untried,

Durham

that

the

will

was new and

Historic Park will

course off

priority.

birds.

K Completion of the Wiswall

Packers Falls Road, the Wiswall

be a top

river corridor,

continue.

Madbury" The state law for
districts

mammals and

to the Packers

Falls Bridge, a golf

continue to study

use of the

^ Water quality monitoring

a potential

Newmarket (withdrawn),
improvements

of a proposed cooperative

school district including

Facility,

will

and assistance

with an emphasis on mussels,

the Epping Wastewater

Treatment

The LRAC
wildlife

2000, these included a single
house lot near wetlands in Lee,

Madbury, and possibly

Article

ft

river corridor. In

Hopefully
increasing-

taking advantage of

E The LP^C
impact the

the formation of

become

the LRAC's funds

the State Board of Education
in

will

ly active in

reviewing

interest

Heritage program

REVIEW OF RIVER PROJECTS:

voter approval "To indicate to

its

.

Community

school district had not been

forgotten. Article

.

Land and

the legal 5

Watch system
speeds above

MPH.

uncertainty about procedures.
Only Barrington decided not to
join.

The vote on the

passed

in

article

favor of establishing

^ »" v-!i**:^rr» -i- xm-':

Recycling Advisory Committee
DIANA CARROLL, Chaiiman

a cooperative school district,

and the Oyster

Cooperative School District

KATE GLANZ
SUSAN THORNE

became the

JULIE

Hampshire

River

first

in

in

New

which citizens of

DIANE WOODS
AMANDA MERRILL

NEWMAN

ANNMARIE HARRIS, Council Representative
GUY HODGDON, Superintendent of Solid Waste

JOYCE SHEFFIELD

various communities joined

together to provide educational facilities

from kindergarten

through grade

1

Recycling Committee's

The
major
to

2.

activity this

year

ly

was

examine and present a

PAYT

or

Pay As You Throw

ing.

to

We

more

dents giving

reduce the

total

volume of solid

Durham

in

our town.

collects its trash municipal-

is

costs

increas-

sought a program enabling

us to be more

of various programs designed to

waste generated

Town of Durham

are proud of this econo-

Town Council and residents of
Durham. This grew out of our study

the

70

we

are rising and population

system of solid waste disposal
called

and

my; however, waste disposal

efficient

and

still

remain competitive, to provide a

and

costs,
efforts

units

program for resithem more control of

equitable

to increase the recycling

of students/muiti- family

and businesses.

YEAS

recommended

2000

Wc

toured the Turnkey Landfill in

B We conducted

to learn

site in early

what happens

to

a public informa-

meeting on the PAYT plan
on October 26, prepared a list of
questions and answers and dis-

tion

Rochester, Durham's nearest

waste disposal

June,

our

tributed copies.
trash.

We

invited Jeff Pratt, former Solid

K We prepared and mailed letters
and surveys on PAYT to businesses and landlords in Durham
and followed up with one-to-one
interviews.

attended recycling conferences

June 12-14

on Nov. 6

We

in Burlington,

in

VT and

Concord, NH.

gave major presentations on

the current recycling/solid waste

K

r

We examined

recommended

Oct.2,

2000 and

continuing

composting and other recycling
efforts

and keep the public

web -site.

infornned using the

To continue working with student interns to encourage recycling efforts.

E To develop the

fair and equitable
program (PAYT) in which residents pay only for the solid
waste that they themselves produce, and apply this program to
Durham households and businesses, and multi-unit/apartment
buildings including sororities and

fraternities.

Spring and Fall pickup.

We worked with two UNH

stu-

dent interns during the

2000

semester, focusing

fall

on imple-

The Committee thanked

members

retiring

Catherina Dejong and

Bonin and welcomed Julie
Newman, Amanda Merrill and

Bill

menting recycling programs

some UNH

in

fraternities, sororities

and apartments.

B To achieve
on

and cons

while contracting out the costly

2000.

the Council

the pros

Durham's municipal service of
trash collection and disposal,

GOALS FOR

presented a PAYT proposal to

infor-

of privatization, and unanimous-

programs and on PAYT to the
Council on June 19 and Sept.25,

Wc

tele-

mally surveyed neighbors.

ly

introduced in 1991.

We

Members

phoned questioners and

Waste Coordinator for Dover to
speak to our Committee about
Dover's successful PAYT program

t

adoption. The

Council endorsed the concept.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
t

its

solid

a net reduction in the

To maximize

value our chair,

Diana Carroll and

member Susan

Thome who

2001

waste generated

We

Diane Woods.

Durham.

in

recycling,

promote

presented our plans

to the Council and to residents.
The guidance of "Skip" Grady and

now Guy Hodgdon

is

very

much

appreciated.

membermembers as

the next year to increase

Rental Housing Commission
D.L.

Rental

of

Commission conand Perry
Captain
Rene Kelly
Bryant (DLA),
(Durham Police), Leila Moore

The

created in 1995 as a result of

sisted of Paul Berton

Durham Landlord Association (DLA)
and the Town of Durham which
resulted in the passing of Durham
Ordinance #95-03 on June 5, 1995.
preliminary report

was

included

1995 Town Report and a
more complete report appeared
in 1996. The Commission was relatively inactive in 1997 and 1998
but was reactivated in mid 1999
primarily due to the initiative of
in the

Councilor George Rief

Housing

a settlement agreement between the

full

nine

required by Ordinance #95-03.

"PETE" CHINBXJRG, Chairman

Durham
The Town Commission
was

A

ship to the

"reactivated"

McMahon (UNH
Kokko (UNH Student

(UNH), Sgt Clancy
Police),

Kate

Tenant Representative), and D.L.
"Pete" Chinburg (Town Council
Representative).

2000

Membership

in

included Paul Berton, Perry

Bryant, Capt Kelly, Leila Moore,

Michele Holt-Shannon and D.L.
Chinburg. The Commission

unable
ant or

to recruit

Town

was

an additional

ten-

made

during this time.

An

"Informational Booklet for

Owners of Rental

Property"

was

completed and made available
through the DLA and Town Offices
in September of this year. Sections
on the Rental Housing
Commission, Durham Landlord's
Association, Code Enforcement
Officer, Fire

Department, Police

Department, and Public Works

Department are included. This

representatives.

Further efforts will be

The Commission met twice in
1999 and four times in 2000. No
formal complaints were received

during

continued on next page.
year

2000
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1

Rental Housing Commission continued.

new

booklet provides existing and

.

landlords with information, ordi-

members participated in a "Living
Off- Campus Workshop" held at the

nances, and regulations regarding

UNH

rental properties in

Durham.

was

30, 2000. this

cials in

to

by

the

UNH

landlords

and

Rental Housing Commission,
distributed to

dents in the

Fall

UNH

final-

stu-

the cooperation of
landlords in

of 2000.

Informative, on-going
tive

should be useful to both landlords

and tenants.

fire,

Durham Landlord

tenants, landlords,

and code

and the Town

of Durham.

enforcement issues.

GOALS FOR

to join with

improve the relationship among

almost every meeting regarding

2001

membership and participation in the Commission.

some Commission

existing

all

Durham

Association to continue to

Increase
In addition,

the

and produc-

discussions were held at

public safety, police,

The above two documents

situations.

tenants.

Office of Student Life,

reviewed and discussed by the

emergency

offi-

Attempt to contact and obtain

r;

between

positive relationships

names

of tenants to public safety

a

successful attempt to help foster

"On Our Own: A Guide
Off-Campus Living" was created

and

regarding the release of

Memorial Union Building on

November

A booklet

ized,

E Develop an advisory protocol

Commission Meetings are scheduled and posted at the Town office.
The

is

invited to attend.

Resources and Economic
Development.

Economic Development Committee
JERRY DEE, Committee Chairman

public

Prepare a plan to create an

ft

effective partnership with the

Economic Development
Committee was reorganized
this past year by the Town
Council with the merging of the
then existing ED Committee and

The

and promote the
strategies

sional resource for existing

ti.

to

Determine

Town Council, to the
Planning Board and other town

bodies regarding economic

development

the purposes of this publication:

direction

from the

Council and with

town

and citizen boards to promote fiscally beneficial economic
development at the Durham
staff

Town of Durham

privately

owned land

suit-

advantageous

to

if the creation of an
Economic Development
Corporation would be of benefit
to Durham.

The committee has been meeting
monthly since July to prioritize,
research and develop action plans
for

each of these items.

able for economic development.

Discussions have taken place with

Establish a local business visita-

the

tion

Work with

issues.

Create an inventory of publicly

and

»

may be

Complete the development of a
Provide advice and guidance,

The charge assigned to this committee by the Council is listed
below. It has been summarized for

zations

Durham.

through the

affilia-

County
Economic Development
Corporation, and investigate
what other affiliations or organi-

and

site.

benefits of the

tion with the Strafford

prospective businesses

Durham web

Durham.

72

and

Act as a business and profes-

develop strategies
to increase revenues to the town
while being mindful of the value
of open land, and the quality of
life we currently experience in

Town

Review the

of the Master Plan.

potential of duplication or conflict-

is

ment.

goals, objectives

volunteers and to eliminate the

The ultimate goal of the

relative to

Facilitate

Durham Business Park
Committee. The purpose of the
merger was to better utilize town

committee

community
the

implementation of the relevant

the

ing efforts.

University of

as recommended by
Durham Master Plan.

New

Hampshire
economic develop-

Business Park and within the

program, acting as a liaison

with and a resource

for,

Durham

businesses. This could be
in partnership

with the

done

Durham

New

Hampshire Department of
Resources and Economic
Development, the Strafford County
Economic Development
Commission, and will soon be tak-

Business Association and the

ing place wnth the University of

New

New

Hampshire Department of

Hampshire.

Births
DATE OF
BIRTH

January 14

PLACE OF
BIRTH

CHILD'S

NAME

Births coatinned.

DATE OF
BISTH

October 26

PLACE OF
BntTH

Marriages
DRTEOF
MAKKIAGE

Marriages continued.
DATE OF
MARKIAGE

Agenda

WEDNESDAY MARCH

14.

programs

Trustees of Trust

.

2001 AT 7:00 P.M.
Oyster River Middle School

Multipurpose

Town Meeting

for the Informational

Funds/Cemetery Committee

Planning and

Planning Board

Development

Zoning Board of Adjustment

Room

Zoning Ordinance Rewrite

R Conservation Commission
Introductions of Public Officials

K Historic

by Town Moderator

Rental

Members of the 2000 Town
Council
5

Newly

Town
I

members

elected

to the

Council 2001

Election results of other

Town

Commission

Housing Commission

shall

the voters for the

summon

town

to

and of proposals for the
current year by the following:
Business Department

and programs

Packers Falls Bridge project

UNH

system

? Mainstreet Program

Lamprey

River

Management

Advisory Committee

Outdoor Swimming Pool
Recycling Committee

Study Committee

to visit the various information
sites setup as follows: (This ses-

end

at the discretion

of

U

Fire

Town

Council Chairman,

James

L.

Interim

Walsh

Town Administrator,
MacQueen

Department

Open

Fire Safety Information

Department

Fire

Works Department

DurhamAJNH community

Department

Town
Durham Residents on

discussion between

Council and

Public

strategic plan

assessment

Board of Trustees

Remarks:

Patrick

Police

(c.

projects

Lamprey River Management
Advisory Committee

the Moderator).

CommunitY

Development

Clerk/Tax Collector

Improvement of services

Treasurer

Current trends, issues,

Dtirham's First

Works Department

200 1 snowplowing route

sion will

Department

Town
Town

Public

2001

Public will have the opportunity

activities

Library

Department

hear

reports of the previous year's

Planning and

Police

Economic Development
Committee

Parks and Recreation Committee

E

Town Moderator

Fire

B

K Recycling Committee

Officials

t

District

Community

issues of interest.
risk

Other Business

Adjournment

McGregor Memorial Ambnlance

1967). Pholo courtesy of the Durham

Historical

Association

Year

2000
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Resource Information
Land Area

(2.2 miles of

which

is

water surface)

Population (based on 1990 census)
Incorporated

Durham's Congressional

District

Town Tax Rate
Town

25.5 sq. miles
11,818

(Per $1,000 Assessed Valuation)

.

.

.

.$38.47

$10.38

1732

School (Local)

$18.01

1

School (State)

$7.38

Number

County
Net Assessed Valuation
Percentage of Valuation

$2.70

$361,456,773

71%*
*

Estimate of percent of valuation.

MEETING DATES FOR TOWN BOARDS, COMMITTEES & COMMISSIONS
(Notices are posted on the Bulletin

Town

Board outside the Town Hall and on the Town

Commission

Recreation Committee

Planning Board
Zoning Board of Adjustment

TOWN
Town

Monday

Hours

Office

month

of birth. Renewal stickers and license plates can be

purchased at Town Clerk's OfBcc for an additional $2.50 per registration.
Car must be inspected within ten (10) days of first registration in New
Hampshire. After that, inspection is done in the registrant's birth month.
Application available at the Dover Point MV Substation.
Due May 1st. Neutered Male/Spayed Female: $6.50. Unneutered
Male/Unspayed Female: $9.00.

Driver's License

Registration

Due December

Property Taxes

& Sewer

through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Registration in

Car Inspection

Water

www.d.durham.nh.us.)

OFFICE FUNCTIONS:

Car Registration

Dog

Site:

First

Historic District

&

web

and third Mondays of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall
Second Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall
First Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall
Third Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall
First and third Wednesdays of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall
Second Tuesday of each month at 7:00 PM, Town Hall

Council

Conservation Commission
Parks

s

1st.

Voter Registration

Issued every six (6) months.
New voters can register with the Supervisors of the Checklist or the

Marriage Licenses

age and citizenship are required.
Available through Town Clerk's Office

Billings

Town

Clerk. Proof of

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Hearings

&

Public

Forums

Notices for public hearings

and on the Town's web

&

Site:

public forums are published
www.ci.durham.nh.us.

in the legal notice section of the Foster's Daily

Democrat,

Management Facility
Durham Point Road. Hours

Solid Waste

Located on

of operation: Tuesday and Saturday, 7:30 a.m-3:15 p.m. Landfill Permits
and Bulky Waste Disposal Coupons may be obtained at the Public Works Department, located at 100 Stone
Quary Drive, between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon and 12:30 p.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday. 868-1001

Fee Schedule for Landfill Permits
Permanent residents: 1-year permit

-

$5.00. Temporary permit - $5.00 (non-transferable; not to exceed a 30-day

period). Construction permit - $50.00 (not to

exceed a 30-day period).

Tax Exemptions
For information regarding elderly, veteran's, blind, solar energy, totally disabled and physically handicapped
exemptions, or current use taxation, please contact the Tax Assessor at 868-8065.
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Town of Durham

AMERICAN RED CROSS

P.

Robert Keescy, Mrs.

Barrett, C.

Herbert H. Flather, Frederick

Durham Chapter

New Hampshire

tals in

are pro-

vided blood by the American

I.

Wakefield, Dr. Paul C. Young,

Red

82nd Anniversary Year of Service
FOR INFORMATION OR SERVICE,
CALL (603) 868-9692
In 1918, Woodrow Wilson, President of

Robert Doty, Kenneth R. Dudzik,
Dr. Kevin V. Dugas, Kathryn Perry

Durham Red

Firczuk, David T. Funk, Col. Calvin

the United States, signed a charter creat-

Pekins, Alden

2,000 units of blood. This service is successful because generous people contribute funds to

NH Chapter of the

ing the Durham,

American Red Cross.

Hosmer

contributions.

is

It

in

Winn, Col. Richard
Carter

Linda Ekdahl, Marda, Erickson,

Carol FarrcU, Linda

L.

Dr.

New

Amos

R.

Townsend

ARMED FORCES EMERGENCY

Blood Services. Upon request,

SERVICES:

they assist with blood pressure

Service to military

munications

able to residents
faculty, staff

families

men,

services avail-

of Durham and

in cooperation

ing for

government

referral to other

emergency
This year,

i

benefits,

made

Service

CAMPAIGN CO-LEADERS:

M Red
is free,

&

flood, or hurricane.

Sustaining

Regular

The Durham
Chapter has a small share in Red

All

who

1

to

9

register annually as a finan-

cial contributor,

volunteer or blood

donor are members of the Durham

Red Cross

chapter.

LEADERSHIP VOLUNTEERS
Mrs. Nobel K. Peterson, Dr.

James

Training in

possible

vided for residents threatened or
affected by disasters such as fire,

Award

Cross

efforts to

fering

around the world.

and other
'i.

Durham

faculty or staff

New

of the

Hampshire
needs blood while anywhere in
the USA or Canada and notifies
the Durham Red Cross, the
blood can be replaced. All hospiUniversity of

aid

and cardiopul-

adults.

MOTOR CORPS

SERVICE:

Transportation

provided to near-

is

facilities for

routine

treatment or therapy where there

a

or a student,

member

first

by medical

help alleviate suf-

BLOOD SERVICES: Whenever
resident of

young

monary resuscitation is available
for all members of the DurhamUNH community. This year, more
than 550 certificates were earned
by Durham youth, UNH students,

is

r

for

dents and other adults. This year,

Mr. Alexander Amell
Mrs. William Farrell

provided

is

more than 620 participated.
FIRST AID AND CPR TRAINING:

by voluntary donations of time and money from
the American people. Immediate
emergency aid or relief and
recovery assistance must be pro-

COMMUNITY FUND

to

people in Durham in cooperation
with ORYA, and for UNH stu-

and emer-

DISASTER SERVICES:

Course are available

WATER SAFETY SERVICES:

financial assistance.

Cross disaster assistance

drives.

$100 or more
25 to $99
10 to 24

held

school children.

gency communications.

donated during the 17 clays of

Membership
Development

on the UNH campus.
The BAT program and Baby
fairs

with

resources and

international tracing

Red

es at community and area health

This service also assists with

women

Health

Cross nursing and health servic-

Sitting

and students at the
New Hampshire.

UNH

Services. Volunteers told of

Administration, assistance apply-

University of

Durham Red Cross blood

grams of the

is

the military services and Veterans

to

more than 3,300 men,
and children of the
Durham-UNH community were
served by the Durham Red Cross in
addition to the people who were
helped by the 1 ,939 units of blood

and AIDS information pro-

clinic:

personnel, veterans, and their

Each year, they contribute funds to

Red Cross

SERVICES: Volunteers in nursing
and health services assist with
Durham Chapter Red Cross

Gerald J. Needell, Margaret Reeves,

women, and young people are
Durham Red Cross volunteers.
the

NURSING AND HEALTH

e

Haydcn,

one of the primary
responsibilities of the American
Red Cross. It includes family
counseling, reporting and com-

make

chapter, serve as

Thomas, Barstow, William

hometown affair.
Hampshire.
People in Durham care about their
neighbors. Hundreds of

Red Cross

volunteers and give blood.

a

It's

L.

collected

their

the only all-vol-

Red Cross Chapter

unteer

Lucia Nazzaro, Peter J.

Cross conducted

on 17 days and

drives

Erickson, Alexander Amell,

III,

The American Red Cross in Durham
is staffed entirely by volunteers and
financed largely by membership

III,

Cross. This year, the

need. This

service

E

is

the 55th year of

by the Motor Corps.

EQUIPMENT LOANED TO
CONVALESCENTS:

Wheelchairs,

walkers, hospital-type beds,

canes, crutches,

on a

etc.

are loaned

first-request basis to resi-

dents of

Durham and

faculty, staff,
Year

to

UNH

and

students.

2000
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Telephone Directory
EMERGENCY NUMBERS
EmergencY
Fire/Police/Rescuc EmcrgencY from

9-1-1

Firc/Police/Rescue

UNH

campus only

*9-l-l

MUNICIPAL OFFICES
NAME

Administration

MacQueen

Patrick

DO

PHONE

TnXE

15 Newmarket Road
Interim

Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri

868-5571

Jennie Berry

Administrative Assistant ..129

Sharon

Secretary

133

868-5572

130

seIliott@ci.durham.nh.us

15 Newmarket Road

Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri

Donna Langley

Assessor

868-8065

Business/Finance

IS Newmarket Road

Carol Coppola

Interim Business

119

868-8033

dlangleyOd.durham.nh.us

Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri

868-8043

Manager

pmacqueen@ci.durham.nh.us
.jbcrrY@d.durham.nh.us

Assessing

138

868-5572

Lisa

Beaudoin

Accounting Assistant

Fire

Department

51 College Road

Hours: 7:30 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri

Ronald O'Keefe

Fire Chief

868-5531

Michael Blake

Assistant Fire Chief

Deborah Quisumbing

EMAIL

Town

Administrator

Elliott

FAX

116

ccoppola@ci.durham.nh.us
lbeaudoin@ci.durham.nh.us

862-1513

rokeefe@ci.durham.nh.us

mblake@ci.durham.nh.us
dquisumbing@ci.durham.nh.us

..Administrative Assistant

Planning and

Community
Development

15 Newmarket Road

John Harwood
Karen Edwards

Interim Director

Police

Department

Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri

868-8064

121

868-8033

kedwards@ci.durham.nh.us

117

Secretary

86 Dover Road

.jharwood@ci.durham.nh.us

Hours: 8:30 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri

868-2324

868-8037

David Kurz

Police Chief

Rene Kelley

Deputy Chief

rkelley@ci.durham.nh.us

Mike Lynch

100 Stone Quarry Road ..Hours: 8:00 AM-4:30 PM, Mon-Fri
Interim Director
868-5578
868-8063

mlynch@ci.durham.nh.us

Gail Jablonski

Administrative Assistant

giablonski@ci.durham.nh.us

Public

Works

dkurz@ci.durham.nh.us

Tax Collector/

Town Qerk

15 Newmarket Road

Linda Ekdahl

Tn

Lorrie Pitt

Deputy Town Clerk

Donna Hamel

Assistant to

Water/Solid Waste

Clerk/Tax Col

Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri

868-5577

Town Qerk

100 Durham Point Road

137

868-8033

lpitt@ci.durham.nh.us

135

dhamel@ci.durham.nh.us

Hours: 6:30 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Thu

Guy Hodgdon

Superintendent

868-1001

Wastewater

Route 4

Hours: 7:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri

Duane Walker

Superintendent

868-2274

BO

Town of Durham

lekdahl@ci.durham.nh.us

136

142

ghodgdon@d.durham.nh.us

dwalker@d.durham.nh.us

OTHER COMMONLY USED NUMBERS

DURHAM'S REPRESENTATIVES
IN THE HOUSE

Oyster River School District

868-5100
742-2900
659-3001
868-2820
868-2375

Superintendent of Schools

Moharimet Elem School
Mast Way Elem School
Middle School
High School

Oyster River Youth Association

-

Ice Rink

MainStreet Program,

Home
Rep Judith Spang - Dist 8
55 WiswaU Rd, Durham, NH 03824

271-2136
659-5936

Home
Rep Donald Lent Dist 8 7
Gerrish Dr, Durham, NH 03824
-

271-3570
868-1652

Office

868-3322

Frew-Waters, Executive Director

Home
Rep

Durham Post Office
Durham Public Library
Historic

271-3369
868-7500

Office

Office

868-5150
868-3907

Office

Pati

Rep Marjorie Smith Dist 8
PO Box 136, Durham, NH 03824

868-2151
868-6699
868-5436
868-2323
868-1095

Museum

Durham District Court
NH Ksh & Game

8

Iris

- Dist 8
Durham.

Estabrook

Bumham Ave,

NH

03824
271-2169
868-5524

Office

Home
Rep Janet Wall- Dist 9
PO Box 28. Durham, NH 03824

271-3184
749-3051

Office

STATE AND

U.S.

REPRESENTATIVES

Governor
The Honorable Jeanne Shaheen

Home
271-2121

DURHAM'S SENATE REPRESENTATIVE
Senator Katherinc Wheeler

US

Senators

27

433-1667
431-2171

Senator Robert Smith

Senator Judd Gregg

US

Mm Rd,

Durham,

NH 03824
271-2117
868-9633

Office

Home

Representatives (District 1)

Congressman John Sununu

433-1601

Executive Councilor

Ruth

Griffin

Rm 207,
Office

Home

State

House, Concord,

NH

03301
271-3632
436-5272

Year

2000
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Warrant for the Town of Durham
iSi£l&.

ELECTION, TUESDAY.

MARCH

13,

2001

To the inhabitants of the Town of Durham, the Coanty of Strafford,

New Hampshire.

You are hereby notified to meet at the Oyster River High School Cafeteria, Coe Drive, in said
Durham, New Hampshire, on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March 2001 (the polls will be open
between the hours of 8:00 AM and 7:00 PM to act upon the following subjects:

ARTICLE
To bring
three (3)

in

your votes

Durham

and one

for three (3)

1:

Councilors (3 -year terms);

Public Dbrary Board of Trustees (3-year terms);

(1) Trustee of the Trust

Fund

(3-year term)

Given under out hands and seal

8TH day

of JANUARY in the year of our Lord

James

L.

Walsh, Chairman

Jerry Dee, Chair Pro

Tem

D.L. "Pete" Chinburg

Annmarie Harris
Scott

Hovey

Michael D. Pazdon

George

A. Ricf

Malcolm Sandbcrg
William

Woodward

Coundlors of Durham

S2

Town of Durham

this

Two Thousand and One.

2001

Town

3udqet Expenditures

2

200

2

1

Town Budget Revenues

Combined Funds Statement

3

Independent Auditors Report

6

Inventory of Town Property

16

Summary 2000

16

M5-1

Net Taxable Valuation
Comparison 1997-2001

Town of Durham Annual Report

3ud0et

&,

Fmance

for the Year 2000/01

14

Property Tax Revenue

Comparison 1997-2001

Statement

15

of Long-Term

Indebtedness

1

Tax Rate Breakdown
for

2000

1

Tax Rate Comparison
^

997-2001

Tax Rate

in

13

Durham

1996-2000

16

Tax Valuation breakdown
for

2000

1

Town Budget to Actual
Comparisons.

1997-2001

Trustees of the Trust Funds

15
1

Valuation Figures
1

996-2000

Year

2000 BUDGET & FINANCE

1

1

2001 Town Budget Expenditures
-.iamesa.<:u^iis,:siji^^

OTHER
UBRARY

ELECTED

ADMIN.
& FINANCE

ADMIN

EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS

PLANNING,
ZONING,
ASSESSING

DEBT
PARKS & REG.

POLICE

PUBUC WORKS

FIRE/TOWN
PORTION

FIRE/UNH

PORTION

2001 Town Budget Revenues
OTHER
GOVERNMENTS

PROP TAXES

DEPT.

REVENUE

OTHER
REVENUES

STATE &

FEDERAL

UCENSES &
PERMITS

2

Town of Durham

OTHER TAXES

Combined Funds Statement
Unaudited Revenues

FY Ending
2000 Budget

12/31/2000

FY2001
Coundl
Approved

GENERAL FUND
$3,840,959

$3,878,856

$4,202,219

$756,355

$833,328

$801,250

$600,798

$647,011

$570,825

$1,134,272

$1,277,002

$1,338,558

Department Revenues

$260,838

$421,412

$633,743

Miscellaneous Revenues

$492,480

$417,137

$244,991

$45,686

$0

$0

Taxes
Licenses
State

& Permits

& Federal

Other Goveniments

Fund Balance
Total General

Fund

Combined fttnds Statement

continued..

Communications Center

$160,000

$160,000

Ambulance Services

$29,559

$19,044

$31,916

Public Safety Total

$2,816,099

$2,850,514

$3,270,484

Administration

$128,983

$121,421

$126,709

Roadway Maintenance
Snow / Ice Control

$247,352

$269,268

$112,266

$120,587

$133,698

$145,242

Vegetation

$44,151

$52,133

$45,998

Traffic Control

$115,515

$95,812

$117,909

Maintenance

$213,246

WORKS

PUBLIC

Drainage

/

$161,806

$165,708

$184,275

Miscellaneous

$122,883

$152,490

$135,434

Public Buildings

$160,097

$122,720

$111,336

$12,604

$11,391

$14,874

$106,811

$101.479

$110,044

$1,220,789

$1,226,118

$1,104,087

Cemeteries
Parks

/

/

Repair

Graveyards

& Grounds Maintenance

Public

Works

Total

SANTTATION
Administration

Curbside Collection
Transfer Station
Litter

Removal

Recycling

$55,916

$56,063

$55,699

$156,060

$159,224

$123,044

$74,817

$86,581

$111,570

$11,488

$11,855

$0

$81,856

$75,380

$118,303

$21,314

$32,744

$32.756

$401,451

$421,847

$599,780

PAYT

$158,408

Vehicle Operation
Sanitation Total

HEALTH
Health Department

$1,600

$844

$2,000

Lamprey Health

$3,150

$3,150

$3,150

Sexual Assault Support Services

$1,583

$1.583

$1.583

Health Total

$6,333

$5,577

$6,733

WELFARE
General Assistance
Strafford

C.A.C.

My Friend's Place

$2,250

$1,491

$2,250

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$500

$500

Welfare Total

$500
$1.014

Tri Area Visiting Nurse

$3,750

$2,991

$4,764

$83,211

$83,211

$90,000

CULTURE / RECREATION
Public Library

& Recreation Programs

$1,200

$582

$41,150

O.R.Y.A.
Memorial Day
Conservation Commission
Historic District Commission

$22,322

$22,322

$24,342

$650

$650

$650

$1,500

$722

$10,000

$3,100

$1,000

$3,381

Museum

$100

$0

$100

$15,000

$15,000

$15,000

Parks

Historic Association

Resident Pool Rebate

Swans
July 4th

Durham Day
Culture
4

/

Recreation Total

Town of Durham

$150

$100

$150

$0

$7,500

$7,500

$1,500

$1.417

$1.500

$128,733

$132,503

$193,773

DEBT SERVICE
Principal

$435,814

$418,520

$458,833

Interest

$239.462

$216,781

$217,982

Debt Service Total

$675,276

$635,301

$676,815

$180,000

$164,500

$180,000

$3,343

$5,000

Interfiind Transfers

$5,000
$75,000

$75,000

$97,500

Other Costs Total

$260,000

$242,843

$282,500

$7,131,389

$7,018,511

$7,791,585

OTHER COSTS
Short

-

Term Debt

Other Debt Service Charges

TOTAL GENERAL FUND

OTHER FUNDS
Water Fund
Sewer Fund

•

Fund

$328,163

$263,833

$497,771

$1,249,215

$1,162,683

$1,480,181

$3,400,142

$1,152,949

$2,358,628

Parking Fund

$110,500

$139,030

$113,500

Vehicle Fund

$50,000

$35,623

$50,000

$5,138,020

$2,754,118

$4,500,080

$12,269,409

$9,772,630

$12,291,665

Capital

Other Funds Total

COMBINED TOTALS

Year

2000
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Independent Auditor's Report
Town Council
Town of Durham, New Hampshire

We

have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1999, as listed in the table of
contents. These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Town of Durham, New
Hampshire's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial

Durham,

New

statements based on our audit.

We

conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.

standards require that

we

Those

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the

general purpose fmancial statements are

fi-ee

of material misstatement.

An

on

audit includes examining,

a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose fmancial statements.

An

audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates

management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose

made by

financial statement presentation.

We

believe that o\ir audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

As more

fully described in

Note

1,

the general purpose fmancial statements referred to above

do

not include the fmancial statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be
included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles.

recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group

As

described in Note

which were not received
accounting principles

1,

the

Town

is

that should

be

has recognized tax revenues of $851,771 in the General Fund

in cash within sixty days of year

(GASB

The amount

not known.

Interpretation 3).

Town

end as

is

required

officials believe,

and

by

generally accepted

we

concur, that the

would result in a decrease in the undesignated General
$187,708 would give a misleading impression of the Town's ability to

application of this accounting principle, which

Fund balance
meet

its

firom

$1,039,479 to

current and future obligations.

In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose financial statements of the omission
described in the third paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present
in all material respects, the financial position

31, 1999, and the results of

its

of the

Town of Durham, New Hampshire

operations and the cash flows of

its

non-expendable

year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

6

Town of Durham

fairly,

as of December

trust

funds for the

Our

audit

was made

statements taken as a whole.

for the purpose

The combining

of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
financial statements

and schedules

listed in the table

of

contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general

purpose financial statements of the

Town of Durham, New

Hampshire.

Such information has been

subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and,
in our opinion,

is fairly

presented in

all

material respects in relation to the general purpose financial

statements taken as a whole.

^d^OlLtU/c
July 28, 2000

Year

2000
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Independent Attditor's Report continued..

TOWN OF DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes
All Governmental and Similar Trust Fund Types
For the Year Ended December 3 1 1 999
,

Revenues:

Taxes
Licenses and permits
Intergovernmental revenues

Charges for service
Miscellaneous revenues
Total Revenues

Expenditures:

Current
General government
Public safety

Highways and

streets

Sanitation

Water treatment and

distribution

Culture and recreation

Coital outlay

Debt

service:

Principal retirement
Interest

and

fiscal

charges

Total Expenditures

Excess of Rfevenues Over
(Under) Expenditures

Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Proceeds of long-term obligations
Operating transfers in
Operating transfers out
Total Other Financing

Sources (Uses)

in

Fund Balances

Independent Auditor's Report continued...

TOWN OF DURHAM, NEW HAMPSfflRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Balances
All Non-Expendable Trust Funds

For the Year Ended December 31, 1999

1999
Operating Revenues:
Investment income

Operating Expenses:
Contractual services

Net Operating income

(loss)

Non-operating revenues (e?q)enses):
Bequests

Net gain

(loss)

on investment transactions

Non-operating revenues

Net Income

t«-

Statement of Long Term Indebtedness and Trustees of the Trust Funds
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Tax Rate Breakdown for 2000
TOWN
27%

LOCAL SCHOOL

COUNTY

47%

7%

Tax Rate Comparison 1997-2001

o
o
o
PJ
Oh

TOWN

1^

COUNTY

D

1997

1998

1999

2000

SCHOOL

2001

YEAR
Note: Year 2001 tax rates have not been projected to date.

Year

2000
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Tax Valtiation Breakdown for 2000
COMMERCIAL

4%
RESIDENTIAL

OTHER EXEM

4%

36%

UnLITIES

1%

UNH
55%

Net Taxable Valuation Comparison 1997-2001

365,000,000

360,000,000

o

355,000.000
350,000,000

I

345,000,000
340,000,000
335,000,000

pi

330,000.000
325.000,000

3:

320.000.000
315.000,000
310.000,000

14

Town of Durham

»;«W.W*C^5!»^'*

Town Budget

to Actual Comparisons,

1997-2001

$8,000,000.00

$7,000,000.00

$6,000,000.00
'in

§

$5,000,000.00

u^

$4,000,000.00

O
Q

$3,000,000.00

Budget

$2,000,000.00
;

D Actual

$1,000,000.00

$0.00

1997

1998

1999

2001

2000

YEAR

Property Tax Revenue Comparison 1997-2001

STATEAJTILITY

UJ

D
D

STATE SCHOOL

LOCAL SCHOOL

COUNTY

TOWN

Year

2000
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^

Valuation Figures
1996-2000

Total Taxable

"-T^^r^

PERCENT
OF VALUATION

TEAR

~,

MS-1 Summary 2000

lAXABLE
VALnATION

Land

$108,241,263

Total Taxable Buildings
Total

Taxab e Public

$246,588,900
$7,336,200
J-.

Utilities

2000

*71%

$361,456,773

1999

75%
87%
92%
95%

$349,183,492

Valuation Before Exemptions

$340,466,554

Total Dollar

$329,822,470

Net Valuation on which

$321,488,104

Tax

1998
1997

1996
* estimate

$362,166,363

Amount of Exemptions
local tax rate is

Credits: Total Veterans'

$709,590

computed

Exemptions

$361,456,773

$26,300

of percent of valuation

TOWN

LOCAL SCHOOL

STATE

DISTRICT

SCHOOL

COUNTY

TOXSL

2000

$10.38

$18.01

$7.38

2.70

$38.47

1999

10.08

15.28

7.64

2.64

35.64

1998

9.84

24.68

2.69

37.21

1997

9.85

23.72

2.75

36.32

1996

9.53

22.07

2.55

34.15

_

^

_____

Inventory of Town Property
STREET NAME

^_

_

TAXMAPED*

DESCRIPTION

&

ASSESSED VALUATION

Bagdad Road

Stolworthy Wildlife Sanctuary

03-02-06

Beech HiU Road

Water Tank

09-26-00 (99-300-0)

Bennett Road

Doe Farm

18-01-03

222,200

Coe Drive

Beard's Creek Scenic Easement

04-20-11

Easements only

Colvos Road

Sewer Pumping

99-300-0

$100,000

Dame Road
Dame Road

Wdley Property

19-06-05

12,700

Westerly side

18-27-00

$33,400

Davis Avenue

Conservation easements

1-4-1... 1-4-6

Dover Road

Police Facility

11-4-1

$420,100

Dover Road

Sewer Pumping

11-11-00

$102,800

Site

Station

Station

14

$8,700

$190,300

Easements only

Durham

Point

Road

16-01-03

$315,700

Durham

Point

Road

(off)

Conservation land

11-36-02

$73,600

Durham

Point

Road

(off)

Conservation land

16-03-02

$11,400

$105,500

Solid

Waste Management

Facility

Fogg Drive

Father Lawless Park

07-03-00

Foss Farm Road

Water Standpipe

99-300-00

$1,020,100

Foss Farm Road

Woodlot

06-01-13A

$2,700

Vacant

10-21-00

$4,200

16-27-00

$50,800

Uttlehale

RoadAJS4

lot

Longmarsh Road

Colby Marsh/Beaver Brook Conservation

Longmarsh Road

Langmaid Farm/adjacent

Main
16

Street

Town of Durham

to

I
i

.

Tax Rate in Durham 1996-2000
TEAR

I

Beaver Brook

Grange Hall/Davis Memorial Building

16-06-01

05-01-05

& 02

$142,700
$213,100

I

Mill

Pond Road

MiU Pond Road

Dam

05-03-03

$5,300

MiU Pond Road Park

05-07-00

$14,700

Mill

Pond

Mill

Pond Road

Smith Chapel

06-14-00

$75,700

Mill

Road

Vacant Land

06-01-02

$25,200

Vacant Land

06-01-05

MiU Road
Mill

Road & Main

St

Newmarket Road

Park Land

Strip of

Court and

District

$19,000

Easement only

Shopping Center

at

Museum

05-04-12

$192,400

Newmarket Road

Easterly side

06-12-14

$2,100

Newmarket Road

Town

05-04-11

$156,000

Newmarket Road

Sullivan

05-11-00

$63,300

Main

Cemetery

09-24-00

$58,100

Street

Offices

Monument

99-300-00

Old Concord Road

Sewer Pumping

Old Landing Road
Old Landing Road

Town Landing
Town Landing

Orchard Drive

Scenic easements

Oyster River

Access easement

Oyster River Road

Sewer Pumping Station

99-300-00

Packers FaUs Road

Lord Property

17-55-01

$30,800

Spruce Hole Conservation Area

13-13-05

$26,800

Abutting Spruce Hole

13-13-01

$600 CU*

Town

2-15-0.

1

$214,100

15-15-08

Easement only

11-31-31

$66,700

Packers Falls

Road

Packers Falls Road
Pettee

Brook Lane

Station

05-05-14

Pinecrest Lane

Scenic easements

Piscataqua Road

Thatch Bed

Piscataqua

Road

Wagon

Hill

05-06-06

Footbridge

Parking Lot

$297,000
5-5-13)

(Incl

$67,400
$74,900

Easements only

6-2-22. ..6-2-25

Easement only

-

MulUpIe Parcels

(title

remains with Linn)

Farm

12-08

01

-

$100,000

& 02

$316,464 CU*

Piscataqua Road

.Jackson's Landing

11-11-04

Piscataqua Road

W. Arthur Grant

11-27-0

Piscataqua Road

Near Jackson's Landing

11-09-02

Piscataqua Road

Sewer Treatment

11-09-05

$6,198,800

Piscataqua Road

Quarry Lot

11-09-05

Included above

Piscataqua Road

Public

Schoolhouse Lane

-

Circle

Plant

Part of

Works

Treatment Plant

(Incl.

11-11-3)

$667,700
$464,000
$57,300

11-12-0

$509,000

Former Highway Garage -Multiple Parcels

05-04-10

$385,000

Schoolhouse Lane

Cemetery (owned by

05-05-12

Simons Lane

Two

Simons Lane

Vacant Land

18-11-06

$23,400

Technology Drive

Water Booster Station

99-300-00

$90,000

Boat Landing Lot

11-23-04

$20,000

Williams

Way

Site

heirs,

small lots

Dam

town maintained)

18-11

-

13

Not available

&

14

$9,700

WiswallRoad

Wiswall

WiswaURoad
WoodridgeRoad

Vacant Land

17-11-00

$972 CU*

Lot 55

07-01-55

$37,200

Lee Five Comers. Lee

Vacant

Lee 6-7-0700

$32,200

Garrity Road,

Lee

Packers Falls Road, Lee
Snell Road.
Garrity

Lee

Road, Lee

Site

17-7-0

$58,200

Gravel

Pit

Lee 9-03-00

Gravel

Pit

Lee 15-1-0900

Water

Pump House

Vacant

$97,800

$209,000

Lee 5-6-0100

$84,000

Lee 9-3-0100

$41,200

Total

$13,822,036

'Assessed at Current Use Value

Year

2000
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